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God's instruction to educate fellow human beings about Jesus.... B.D. No. 8464

April 11th 1963

herever the opportunity of mentioning the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ presents itself to you, 
you should speak of  Him and emphasise His  great  significance  for  every single  person.... 

Where possible, you should motivate people to remember Him, for everyone knows Him, everyone 
has heard of Him, yet only a few have a living faith in Him, and only they can partake in the blessings 
of the act of Salvation.... But they are precisely the ones who should try to invigorate their fellow 
human beings' faith in Him, Who alone can save them from spiritual adversity, which will only be 
perceptively felt after their body dies. You should not fail to make use of every avenue in order to steer 
the conversation towards Jesus Christ, even if the other person feels uncomfortable about it.... you 
should simply ask him what Jesus means to him, whether he has already thought about the doctrines  
regarding Him and what conclusion he has come to.... Even if they only want accept Him as a human 
being, Who advocated His own philosophies of life and sacrificed His life for these opinions, you can 
nevertheless explain to them that He was certainly a man who lived among people, but that He had to 
fulfil a spiritual mission and that every person can derive benefit from that mission if he wants.... 
Indeed, most people only regard their life on earth as an end in itself and don't believe in their souls'  
continuation of life.... Nevertheless, you should also try to unsettle these opinions and truly, I will 
place the right Words into your mouth if all you endeavour to do is kindle a small light for these blind 
people,  if  you  want  to  help  them fulfil  their  purpose  of  earthly  life.  If  you  are  imbued  by  the 
knowledge which  corresponds to  the truth,  you will  time and again  feel  impelled  to  convey this 
knowledge to people and then opportunities will arise where it is possible for you, and I truly bless 
everyone who tries to persuade his fellow human beings to believe in Jesus, because Jesus must not be 
by-passed if the soul wants to attain bliss one day when it enters the spiritual realm after physical 
death. This faith in the soul's continuation of life is likewise lacking in most people, consequently, it is 
difficult to educate them, yet no stone shall be left unturned, for the misery such souls are approaching 
is indescribable and if you can help them spare such wretchedness they will be eternally grateful to 
you, for one day every soul will gain realisation, even if it still takes eternities....

W

Everything relating to Jesus, His life on earth, His crucifixion and His ascension, is a myth for 
people which they certainly know, but cannot believe that these events, which are hugely significant 
for each individual still unenlightened soul, to be true. However, you humans live on this earth to 
attain the goal of releasing yourselves from every form and entering the kingdom of the beyond in a 
spiritualised state. But to do so it is crucial that you find redemption through Jesus Christ, that He 
helps you attain freedom, because only He can loosen the chains which still tie you to God's adversary. 
He alone can help you attain eternal life, and thus you must acknowledge Him and hand yourselves 
over to Him so that He will take your immense guilt upon Himself and so that He might have given  
His blood for you as well, which He shed on the cross for all people, past, present and future. If you 
accept Him and appeal to Him to take the immense guilt from you, you will also suddenly be able to 
think  differently....  many  things  you  previously  were  unable  to  understand  will  become 
comprehensible to you. For this reason you should at least accept information about Him when it is 
conveyed to you, for no-one shall go astray, but it is up to the human being himself whether he wants 
to let himself be saved.... Let yourselves be educated about Jesus and His act of Salvation, about the 
spiritual reason for it and about your past original sin, which you cannot atone for yourselves but can 
only be released from through the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ.... And don't walk past Him in earthly 
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life, try to muster the understanding for the kind of mission He had to fulfil on earth and believe that 
every person must take the path to the cross.... believe that every human being must carry his guilt of 
sin under the cross, which means, that he must acknowledge Jesus Christ as Son of God and Redeemer 
of  the  world,  in  Whom God Himself  became human in  order  to  redeem humanity  from sin and 
death....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Original sin - The burden of original sin, the former conscious rebellion 
against God 

Knowledge of the original sin is necessary in order to understand 
the act of Salvation....  in order to acknowledge Jesus Christ as 
the 'Redeemer'.... 

B.D. No. 8806

May 26th 1964

ou humans lack the knowledge about the first original sin, consequently you also consider Jesus 
Christ's act of Salvation just an atonement for your human guilt, indeed, you even deny His 'act 

of Salvation' because.... you believe.... that everyone has to pay for their guilt down to the last coin.  
This opinion would be understandable if it only concerned the sin you burdened yourselves with as 
human beings.... but it concerns the immense first original sin, the spirits' apostasy from Me.... a sin.... 
which you would never be able to atone for, which thus cannot ever be denied, which is the cause of 
the whole of creation and the reason for My human manifestation in Jesus.

Y

For the apostasy from Me was caused by the fact that the created beings were unable to see Me, and 
therefore I made Myself visible in Jesus. Anyone who merely acknowledges the past original sin by 
the first human beings will find it incredulous that these sins necessitated a 'Redeemer', he will always  
maintain that humanity could not be punished for a sin it had not committed. And therefore even the 
sins committed by a person as such are indeed an offence against My love.... but they do not recognise 
them in their state of darkness, which is the consequence of the immense first original sin. But this sin 
explains everything, and as long as people do not know about this event of the spirits' apostasy they 
will find it difficult to believe in the 'divine Redeemer', Who died on the cross in utmost pain and 
torment for the sake of this immense sin, which He had taken upon Himself in order to offer this 
sacrifice of atonement  to  Me.  Consequently,  every teaching which denies  the divine Redeemer.... 
which thus renounces the principle of Salvation.... will have to be rejected as a misguided teaching, 
even  if  His  work  as  an  advocate  of  the  divine  teaching  of  love  is  emphasised.  It  concerns  the 
redemption of the first original sin, which only I Myself  could accomplish in the man Jesus, and 
therefore My human manifestation in Him will be comprehensively explained to you, for I Myself Am 
a Being which cannot be seen by any of My living creations without their ceasing to exist.

If I thus wanted you to be able to conceive Me visibly it had to take place in the form of a being like  
yourselves Which, for you, was the human being Jesus. Consequently, it is first of all necessary to 
know about the event of the beings' apostasy from Me in order to then understand the process of 
creation of the visible world. Then you will also be able to understand the everlasting battle between 
light and darkness and the appearance of a  Saviour for humanity in Jesus Christ.... of a non-fallen 
original spirit.... in Whom I embodied Myself, because you had no concept at all of the 'all-creative 
strength'. And for this reason you can and have to acknowledge a Redeemer, Who died on the cross on 
behalf of everyone and Who also prayed on behalf of you humans for the remission of your sins. But 
it cannot be granted to you instantly, rather, you have to apply to Him yourselves because the fall  
happened voluntarily and thus the return to Him will also have to take place in free will. The fact that 
a person who seriously strives for perfection will, apart from the original sin, also be forgiven for his 
sins as a human being need not be doubted, hence all guilt will be forgiven and thus forgiveness is 
ensured. But since Jesus is only rarely recognised as Redeemer by those who accept the misguided 
teaching  which  portrays  Him  as  a  human  being  and  ascended  master  and  who  do  not  want  to 
acknowledge My human manifestation in Him, they do not ask Him for forgiveness of all their sins 
either. For there is only One Who can release them from their guilt, only One has the power to cancel 
all sins.... and that is Jesus, in Whom I Myself became a human being....

Amen
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Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The original debt could not be redeemed by the being itself.... B.D. No. 8670

November 11th 1963

hrough endless long times you had to endure torments for which you lack any concept.... And yet, 
these torments were not enough to erase the great original sin you had committed by falling away 

from Me....  through the conscious  rebellion against  Me....  This  sin  was not  to  be  blotted out  by 
yourselves, even if eternities were to pass, because you began it.... as you have often been told.... in a 
state of brightest realization, thus you were able to recognize Me Myself as loving God and creator 
even though I was not visible to you.... as well as being aware of the fact that you yourselves had 
come forth from Me.... that you were therefore the same as your creator from eternity and had called 
love into being for you.... You therefore went against love, you rejected love, which however was your 
primal element.... You lost everything divine and consciously turned away from Me.... Had you been 
somehow deficiently formed then your sin would not have been so immeasurably great, but precisely 
your perfection, which was inherent in you as divine creatures, also let you recognize what you did.... 
and yet you committed this sin, and the consequence of it was the fall into the abyss, the consequence 
was  the  hardening  of  the  spiritual  substance,  because  My  love  radiation  was  missing  and  this 
substance was now completely incapable of activity, thus it succumbed to death. You knew what you 
were doing and yet did not shrink from turning against Me.... against the eternal love.... And this guilt 
was immeasurable and could never be atoned for by the being itself, but it was cause for complete 
turning away from Me, for a separation, which could no longer be cancelled on the part of the guilty. 
Only the circumstance that that spiritual that fell away from Me was once emanated power by Me....  
thus My part.... caused Me to find and initiate a way which brought My creatures back to Me. For the 
first time this was the way through creation, that is, the slow awakening to life of the dead, powerless 
beingness which was not conscious of itself. But this way was not enough, for even if the torments are 
unthinkable for you men, they were nevertheless no adequate atonement for the great guilt.... But I did 
not want to give up anything of what was My portion....  And therefore a work of atonement was 
necessary, which outweighed the exceeding great guilt of sin.... The beings once were blissful and 
gave up their bliss.... Thus, in order to redeem this great guilt, a being had to voluntarily take the guilt  
upon Itself, thus, in turn, surrender Its beatitude, yet It did not reject love in defiance but sacrificed Its 
beatitude out of love for the fallen being, It had to voluntarily take upon Itself an unhappy fate solely 
for the purpose of helping Its fallen brothers to beatitude. It had to voluntarily divest Itself of light and 
strength, as those beings had also done.... yet not as a result of lack of love, but as a result and effect 
of an  excessive love.... This being had to take torments and pains upon Itself as man, which were 
superhuman;  It  had  to  let  a  work  come  to  execution  in  Itself,  which  those  once  fallen  beings 
accomplished through impulse of My opponent at this man. And His great love also requested for 
these executioner servants the forgiveness of their guilt.... And that man was Jesus, a being of light,  
which was devoted to Me in all love, which became a cover for Me on earth, in which I Myself could 
take abode and which I could fill with My love power, so that I therefore embodied Myself in the man 
Jesus and accomplished the work of redemption in Him. For only love Itself could redeem that guilt, 
Which only made use of a human form, to which a highest spirit out of the heavens gave life to take 
upon Itself as man the agonies, which I Myself as God could not suffer.... He and I therefore united 
completely because I as love from eternity took abode in Him and His human body now offered itself 
as a sacrifice for the sins of all mankind.... However it is explained to you, you can never fully grasp 
this My becoming man in Jesus as long as you yourselves still walk over earth as man. But you should 
know and understand one thing that you will remain eternally separated from Me if you do not accept 
Jesus' act of salvation, if you do not acknowledge Me Myself in Jesus as your God and father, Who 
has endured unspeakable suffering in a human form because He wanted to redeem the original sin and 
enable the fallen beings to return to the father. Why this guilt of apostasy from Me was so great that an 
own atonement is impossible, that you will also only recognize once you also recognize My immense 
love in the state of perfection, against which to rebel is the greatest sin a being can ever commit.... 
And only love Itself could redeem this guilt. And eternal love Itself also did this in the man Jesus, 

T
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Who therefore also has to be acknowledged as God's son and redeemer of the world, in Whom God 
Himself became man...._>Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Original sin and atonement through Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 7748

November 17th 1960

n My great mercy for you I accomplished the act of Salvation in Jesus, the human being.... That  
which I had externalised had sinned against Me and only a small proportion of the created beings 

remained with Me when the decision of will, which I demanded in order to make the created beings 
immeasurably happy, had to be taken. They wanted to behold Me, and since this was impossible....  
because the beings would have ceased to exist had they beheld the huge abundance of light.... they 
turned towards the one they were able to see, whom I externalised as the first spirit from Myself in My 
image.... However, the beings were not lacking realisation and therefore aware that they had emerged 
from Me, yet despite this they turned away from Me and towards the former, which was the immense 
sin that plunged them into a bottomless abyss.... But their condition aroused My pity, I felt sorry for  
the beings  which  My adversary....  the first  fallen  spirit....  kept  under  his  control  in  a  completely 
unenlightened state and whose exceedingly wretched situation would never ever have changed had I 
not granted them My mercy.... This was the result of the love which had once created those beings and 
which therefore also followed them into the abyss....  My infinite love did not abandon the fallen 
beings, which belonged to Me as well. For they had emerged from My strength, which incessantly 
flowed to My first-created being.... Lucifer.... and enabled him to create countless beings.... Therefore, 
these beings belonged to Me, too, however, they had become sinful of their own free will, they had 
voluntarily followed My present 'adversary'.... Nevertheless, the fate of these fallen beings aroused My 
pity, I wanted to provide them with the opportunity of working their way up from below until they 
could reach a state of free will again in order to take another test of will as to which Lord they wanted  
to belong to. But as a result of rejecting My strength of love, the beings had become so weak that even 
when I returned free will to them after an infinitely long time they still failed their test of will.... And 
this  weakness  of  the  beings  aroused  My mercy  and  I  was  determined  to  accomplish  the  act  of 
Salvation in order to convey strength to the weak, which was acquired through the atonement of the 
past guilt.... through the agonising death on the cross.... I felt such overwhelming compassion for the 
fallen beings that I was willing to take the sins upon Me and to exonerate them. But since I was unable 
to suffer as God, the work of redemption had to happen in a human being Who, for love of his fellow 
human  beings,  agreed  to  atone  for  them,  and  Who crowned  His  act  of  love  with  an  extremely 
agonising death on the cross.... The actual Redeemer of the guilt was the  love in Jesus, the human 
being, and I Myself was this love....  I  Myself  was overwhelmingly powerful in Jesus, the human 
being, I was able to use My strength in Him to full effect, His every action was determined by love,  
and thus 'Love' accomplished the act of Salvation, It merely harboured within a human shell which 
took this superhuman suffering upon itself....

I

'Love'  took pity upon humanity and redeemed the immense guilt of sin which caused the fallen 
spiritual beings such wretchedness.... Love had mercy and opened the path again which led back into 
the Father's house.... Only Love was able to redress God's righteousness, for this could not be ignored 
since it is part of My nature, otherwise My perfection would be questionable. And for the sake of 
righteousness the immense guilt had to be redeemed so that it would be possible for Me to accept My 
living creations into My kingdom of light and bliss again .... And thus a way was found.... 'Love' 
sheltered within a human being Who was capable of suffering and Who, because of love, was willing 
to take the immense guilt upon Himself and suffer immeasurably for it and finally die the most bitter 
death on the cross.... Jesus, the man, walked this path to the cross, He sheltered the Love in Himself 
which I Am for all eternity.... Only in this way was it possible to redeem the immense guilt. Only great 
mercy motivated Me into personally taking care of My living creations which were wretched beyond 
all  measure and who,  without  help,  would  never  have  been able  to  release themselves  from My 
adversary's power. Since they had followed him into the abyss voluntarily, he was entitled to these 
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beings. I do not deny him this right but these beings also belong to Me, and therefore I fight for them 
and help them to reinforce their will so that they try to release themselves and indeed are able to do so  
through the blessings acquired on the cross.  Jesus,  the human being,  accepted Me Myself  within 
Himself.... Through His life of love He so shaped Himself that I Myself, the Eternal Love, was able to 
take abode in Him.... that I so completely permeated Him that He only wanted and did what 'Love'  
demanded of Him.... so that I Myself therefore carried out the act of Salvation, because Jesus, the 
human being, had utterly entered into My will. For He and I were One, He was 'God' in all fullness,  
and only His external shell was 'human' for the eyes of His fellow human beings.... But even this 
external shell had spiritualised itself, it merely continued to be 'human' until the act of Salvation was 
accomplished.... For only Jesus, the human being, was able to suffer, and His suffering and pain were 
indescribable because the guilt He had taken upon His shoulders in order to atone for it was also  
indescribable. So now every human being can release himself from his guilt if he acknowledges Me 
Myself in Jesus Christ and accepts the blessing of the act of Salvation.... if he believes in Him and also 
that I died in Him for you in order to set you free....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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The mission of Jesus 

"God sent His son to earth.... " B.D. No. 8263

September 3rd 1962

 sent My son to earth.... A Being Which emerged from My eternal primal love, Which turned Its 
whole love towards Me when a great host of My originally created spirits fell  away from Me, 

Which recognized Me as Its father of eternity although It could not see Me, wanted to prove Its greater 
than great love to Me by wanting to bring the apostate children back to Me through a work of a unique 
kind.... And because His love moved Him to do so, I allowed it, I gave My consent for this being to 
descend to earth, for It to go from the kingdom of light, where It was immeasurably blissful, into a 
dark region.... into the kingdom of My counter-spirit Lucifer, who was the first of the fallen beings to 
become My antipole. I sent My son to earth Who offered to serve Me Myself on earth as a cover 
because I wanted to bring help to all fallen beings in their great spiritual adversity. For their way back 
to Me had been cut off, they would have had to remain eternally at a great distance from Me in a state 
of endless torment and wretchedness.... But they were all My creatures which had come into being out 
of My love and might through the will of the first-created being.... Lucifer.... who originally found the 
greatest bliss in creating creatures using My strength.... That this original spirit, which I had put forth 
as My image, fell, I could well have prevented, but I did not.... for in My love and wisdom I foresaw a  
process of complete deification of the fallen beings with the ultimate goal of childship to God, which, 
however, had to be achieved by free will.... However, the will of the fallen beings was so weakened by 
the influence of My counter-spirit Lucifer that the beings were incapable of once again reaching up 
from the deepest depths if I had not given them help, which was now also given to them on My part  
by the being in a state of compulsion.... thus according to My will.... through the material creation.... 
But even then the beings were still completely powerless because they once rejected My strength of 
love and could only gain this strength for ascent through love.... However, they had become incapable 
of love.... In My overwhelming mercy I probably put in a spark of love in their last stage on the path  
of return to Me.... Nevertheless, the immense burden of original sin, of rebellion against Me as their 
God and father in the state of brightest knowledge, remained on each of the fallen original spirits, for 
it had to be redeemed according to the law of divine justice, atonement had to be made which these 
fallen beings could never make themselves....  And therefore an original  spirit  remaining with Me 
offered to accomplish this work of atonement on earth because His love for Me and for the fallen 
brothers was so immense that He was willing to take upon Himself  everything that  this  work of 
atonement required in terms of pain and suffering.... For He wanted to walk the earth as a 'human 
being',  He wanted to embody Himself  in  Jesus'  human shell  and walk a path of suffering which 
required utmost love and which also made the manifestation of the Eternal Deity Himself in Him 
possible.... For I could only be where love is.... I could only unite Myself with love and therefore 
choose a vessel for My dwelling which had completely shaped itself into love.... Jesus' soul indeed 
brought love for Me with it to earth, but the region it entered at His birth was Lucifer's kingdom, and 
the soul was oppressed by him, everything surrounding Him was Lucifer's share, and because He had 
taken on the task of carrying out a mission as a human being to save His fallen brothers, He was not 
allowed to use the strength of love which was at His disposal as 'My son' in order to defend Himself 
against the oppressor and to shake it off.... but He had to wrestle with His fellow human beings and 
redeem the oppressor through a life of love.... which was therefore not so easy to lead because the 
unspiritual tried to hinder Him and His human outer shell reacted in the same way to all temptations.... 
thus His soul had to fight against it until the love in Him broke through ever more strongly and He 
thereby also spiritualised His physical shell, thus His light of love shone ever brighter and He did what 
the adversary wanted to prevent Him from doing:.... that He endured superhuman suffering and death 

I
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out of love, thus He opposed My enemy with love and defeated him through love.... that He satisfied 
My justice and paid the purchase price for the souls which the adversary could now no longer hold 
captive.... Love, then, accomplished this work of mercy, which completely filled Him, and this  love 
was  I Myself.... But  'My son'  had to  pass through this  darkness,  through Lucifer's  kingdom, and 
therefore had to leave behind His light and strength,  which He possessed as a non-fallen original 
spirit. He had to.... like every human being, start earthly life in the same weakness, for He was meant 
to show people the path which leads back to Me again.... the path of love and suffering, which truly 
the man Jesus preceded His fellow human beings and I was able to take abode in Him because His 
soul was not burdened by original sin and His love gave Him the strength to also spiritualise His 
human body, thus He passed through earthly life without any sin.... For sin is only that which violates 
love.... And since I place a spark of My divine love in every human heart, every human being is also 
capable of igniting love and fanning it into highest embers.... Thus nothing impossible is required of 
you humans, because only  weakness of will can prevent you from working with love and you can 
always ask Jesus Christ to strengthen your will, because this is one of the blessings He acquired for 
you through His death on the cross. And you humans must make use of these blessings of the act of 
salvation so that His act of mercy will not have been offered to you in vain, so that you will recognize  
Me Myself in Jesus, Who took abode in His shell in order to redeem you from your guilt of sin....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Revealing Jesus and His mission.... B.D. No. 7825

February 14th 1961

nd the gate to eternal life has been opened to you through the redemptive work of Jesus Christ.... 
You  would  never  have  been  able  to  enter  through  this  gate,  for  the  kingdom of  light  was 

inaccessible to the beings of darkness, and you will remain in darkness until the original sin which 
plunged you into this kingdom of darkness has been removed from you. But you are My share and I  
will not let go of you forever. But first you have to reshape yourselves into love, and if you have love 
in you, you will also push towards Jesus, Who is your redeemer, and at the same time also towards 
Me, Who was in Him, Who became a visible God for you in Jesus Christ. But as long as people do not 
know that their former apostasy from Me is the reason for their existence as human beings on this 
earth.... as long as they don't know that they are on their way back to Me from the abyss and only need 
to make use of Jesus Christ's final help in order to be completely united with Me again.... as long as  
they will not consciously use their earthly life as a human being for their change of nature, for the 
change into love. And then the earthly path can also be covered in vain. And therefore again and again 
people will receive information about Jesus Christ, the divine redeemer, for they must have found Him 
as long as they still  live on earth as  human beings,  otherwise they will  not  be able  to  enter  the 
kingdom of light and beatitude when their earthly life is over. Admittedly, He can still be found in the 
beyond if the soul is willing and calls to Him for mercy. But it is far more difficult for the soul to 
accept an instruction on the other side if it has rejected Him on earth. But I want you to enter My 
kingdom after your physical death, and therefore I repeatedly show you the path you have to take: the 
path  to  the  cross....  Only  through  Golgotha  will  you  reach  eternal  life,  only  through  the 
acknowledgement of Jesus and the act of salvation, through earnestly asking for forgiveness of your 
guilt, will the path to the kingdom of light become free for you, to My kingdom, where I Myself await 
you as your saviour and redeemer, where you can see Me face to face.... And when you humans are 
given information about Jesus Christ, the son of God and redeemer of the world, then don't close your 
hearts but accept what I Myself want to impart to you about Him, in Whose shell I once walked across 
the earth in order to build a bridge for you from the kingdom of darkness into the kingdom of light.  
Desire in your heart to hear the pure truth about Him and the act of salvation, and truly, I will send it  
to you so that you will turn to Him and thus also take the path back to Me, Whom you acknowledge in 
Jesus as your God and father of eternity, if you are correctly informed about His mission on earth. 
Without Jesus Christ there is no salvation, without Him there is no redemption, without Him there is 
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no light and no bliss. But I want you to become blessed, and thus I will repeatedly point you to Him, I 
will guide you to the truth Myself, I will reveal to you the knowledge about your sinful state and the  
only way to be able to release yourselves from it.... so that you will come to believe in Him and His  
mission.... so that you love Him for the sake of His great work of mercy and now also transfer this 
love to Me, Who was in Him and redeemed you humans from sin and death...._>Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

The passion of Jesus as a human being.... B.D. No. 8131

March 21st 1962

s Jesus, the human being, the passage across earth was also very difficult for Me, for My soul 
had descended from the kingdom of light to the depth.... it had entered a sphere which could only 

cause it torment, for it was the realm of Lucifer, the first-fallen spirit.... It was a realm of darkness, sin 
and death. And only the love blazing within Me made life bearable for Me, for this love recognized 
fellow human beings' appalling fate and sought to help them.... And every love which wants to help 
takes effect as strength, so that I thus had unusual strength at My disposal and was able to use it for  
the benefit of My fellow human beings.... I was pure and sinless and found Myself in the midst of  
sin.... And My soul suffered unspeakably because everything sinful also affected the body.... because 
weaknesses  and  cravings  afflicted  the  body and  the  soul  had  to  fight  with  them in  order  not  to 
succumb to them. I was approached by great temptations, for Lucifer knew of My plan to release the 
beings which had fallen away from God from his control and to return them to the father again. And 
he truly tried and did everything by which he believed he could bring Me Myself to fall. He was a 
great challenge to Me in My struggle for the complete spiritualisation of My soul, which wanted to 
unite with divine love in order to be filled with strength to accomplish the act of salvation, which 
could only be acquired through love. It was probably the heaviest fate a human being has borne who 
walked across this earth.... For I also knew about My task when the unification with the father-spirit 
had taken place in Me.... I knew about the dreadful path of suffering I had to take, I knew about the 
path of the cross which My dying on the cross ended....  I  knew everything beforehand and yet I 
walked this path consciously and of My own free will because My love was so great for suffering 
humanity, which would have been lost for eternity without My act of salvation.... For no human being 
was able to redeem even the grave sin of the former apostasy from God, because this apostasy took 
place in brightest realization of what the being had done.... It was not a sin out of weakness, it was a 
completely conscious rebellion against God against better knowledge.... Yet humanity took pity on 
Me, for I recognized all correlations and therefore also the impossibility of ever returning to the light  
again unless a work of love was accomplished through which the overwhelming guilt was redeemed.... 
If I as a human being had not gained this realization, which was the result of My great love, then I 
would not have been able to muster the will for this superhuman path of suffering either.... But only a 
sacrifice in a completely free will of love was accepted by the father as a work of atonement.... And so 
I consciously took the path to the cross, consciously took upon Myself an earthly lot that only the love 
in Me could endure.... And I endured to the end.... No human being can measure the suffering and 
torment a pure soul had to endure from above, but I constantly received strength because I remained in 
the most intimate bond with the father, because I requested His love and also received it without  
limitation.... And thus time and again the explanation is given to you that 'love' offered the sacrifice on 
the cross, that the 'love' which completely filled Me was the father-spirit Himself from eternity.... that 
He Himself redeemed the world from sin and death, with Whom I completely united Myself, because 
'love' took abode in the human being Jesus, in a human shell which was able and willing to suffer, 
because the spirit of infinity was unable to suffer but He was able to completely radiate through a  
form and thus He Himself and the radiated form were now one.... The earthly walk as the man Jesus 
was exceedingly difficult,  but  it  brought  the 'man'  Jesus  full  union with  Me,  it  brought  Him the 
deification of His soul.... And the man Jesus achieved the goal on earth which all people should reach: 
to unite with the father-spirit of eternity, which they are also able to do because they have help in the 
divine redeemer Jesus Christ, Who takes the burden of the original sin from them when it is carried 
under the cross and Who then will also strengthen their will to achieve complete unification, the union 
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with Me, the father-spirit of eternity.... For this is why the man Jesus died on the cross, so that people  
can now find redemption from sin and death....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Resurrection of Jesus.... Easter.... B.D. No. 8158

April 23rd 1962

y body was resurrected on the third day.... And even if this event seems unbelievable to people 
because they cannot find any evidence for it, humanity should nevertheless be told through My 

spirit that I truly rose from the dead. Because through My act of Salvation I overcame death which My 
adversary had brought into the world with his descent into the abyss. And with My resurrection I 
proved to you humans at the same time that death does not exist for the spiritualised being. Hence the 
re-transformation into the original being.... which is achieved by a life of love as I exemplified to 
humanity.... also excludes every condition of death, every helplessness and weakness, and as soon as 
this transformation has taken place during earthly life the soul can enter eternal life....  Death was 
conquered by My sacrifice on the cross because the original sin was redeemed by it and the being was 
given the  opportunity  again  to  transform into  its  original  essence  which  then  also  guaranteed  its 
eternal life.

M

I wanted to prove to you that the physical body can be spiritualised too and thus will not have to fear  
death either if the human being succeeds in spiritualising his body while still on earth.... I Myself, as  
Jesus the human being, spiritualised all of My body's still immature substances through My life of 
love, I matured them; love calmed everything that was unspiritual in Me and persuaded it to unite with 
My soul, so that body and soul could join the eternal spirit God within Me and thus a complete fusion 
with Him took place. And an entirely spiritualised being cannot be subject to death anymore, because 
death is a condition of helplessness, but a spiritualised being is light and strength in abundance and 
liberated  from every restraint.  The event  of  My resurrection  was therefore also visible  to  people 
because they found My tomb empty.... It was understandable that the disbelievers tried to convince 
their fellow human beings that My body had been abducted but they could not substantiate this.... And 
My resurrection will only ever be accepted as truth by believers, by people who are already intimately 
connected to Me through love or their good will to live in the right way before My eyes.... But it is 
true that it happened because with it the promises, which were transmitted to the people by seers and 
prophets, were also fulfilled.

My resurrection was a huge defeat for My adversary to whom I proved that love is stronger than  
hate.... that he would not keep his followers in a state of death forever, because I Myself had overcome 
death and therefore could give life to anyone who acknowledges My act of Salvation and accepts the 
blessings I had acquired for him on the cross. Hence My resurrection was a defeat for My adversary, 
and for this  reason he tried to mislead people and cast  doubt into them about My resurrection....  
Nevertheless he will not be able to prevent the resurrection of those who follow Me, who believe in 
Me and to whom I  can now give eternal  life,  as  I  promised.  And he will  constantly  have fewer 
followers, since time and again people will rise to eternal life because I overcame death, because he 
cannot eternally burden a being who has the will to return to Me, and who will thus seek refuge 
beneath My cross in order to escape My adversary's force.... Death has been conquered for them and 
their resurrection to life is guaranteed....

Even My disciples did not want to believe that I had risen from the dead, although I made this 
promise to them beforehand.... But I strengthened their faith, and they recognised Me when I came to 
them....  Hence they had proof that I had overcome death,  because they should proclaim Me with 
complete conviction. They should speak of My death on the cross and also of My resurrection, since 
this knowledge had to be given to people who were meant to believe in Me and start on the path to the 
cross.... since they could only be redeemed if they, too, carried their guilt to Me under the cross. But 
My most important act of mercy would soon have been forgotten again had My spirit not been active 
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time and again in those human beings who had entirely given themselves to Me, and whom.... being 
redeemed.... I could fill with My spirit in abundance, who educated them from within, who made the 
knowledge of Jesus Christ's act of Salvation comprehensible to them.... Because the written records 
passed on to people did not remain truthful for long.... Where human intellect was used on its own 
misguided opinions crept in, which were also passed on as 'written records' and consequently there 
was no further guarantee for the pure truth.... But where My spirit could work in a person, the pure 
truth was revealed time and again, and the knowledge of My suffering and death on the cross as well 
as My resurrection was given to people, because this knowledge is absolutely essential if people are 
also to have complete faith in it.

And My spirit will always work in a person who gives himself to Me in order to receive the pure 
truth.... Time and again people will hear the message and be given the right explanation, so that you 
humans can indeed believe in My resurrection and My triumph over death, that death need not exist 
for you anymore if you keep by My side, if you yourselves want Me to have died on your behalf.... 
when you have a living faith in Me and My act of Salvation, which I Myself accomplished in Jesus the 
man. I was resurrected from the dead, and after the death of your body you will be resurrected in this  
way to eternal life too.... And you need not fear death anymore once you are freed from the enemy of 
your souls, from My adversary.... once you allow yourselves to be redeemed by Me.... Because then 
there will be no more death for you, then you will live in and with Me and eternally not lose this life  
again....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Right statement of salvation and the incarnation of God.... B.D. No. 8587

August 15th 1963

nd again and again My word will sound for you, to point you with all urgency to Jesus Christ, 
the divine redeemer, in Whom I Myself incarnated, to open you people the gate to the kingdom 

of light, which was closed for you by your former apostasy of God. Therefore you walk on this earth 
to be saved from your original guilt, and because your free will must strive for this salvation, it is also  
necessary, that you will be given a truthful explanation of the reason and meaning of the redemptive 
work of Jesus.... You must get knowledge of that, to provide Him voluntarily or reject Him. And thus 
will be now also your further destiny, when you have to leave this earth again and enter the spiritual  
kingdom. Again and again this knowledge was presented to you, but you are mostly too indifferent, to 
come to the consequence from it.... And yet it is the most urgent task on earth, that you take the path to 
the cross, that you will find Jesus Christ and you ask Him for help for your earthly path, so that you  
reach the right aim. For very fast a man’s time on earth is over, and what you missed in earth life, that 
you will not be able to make up, even if you get not lost forever.... But the man Jesus died for you on 
the cross, to make you reachable to the highest aim, to become a “child of God“.... He has acquired the 
graces for you by His suffering and death, you only might use in order to achieve the aim in life on  
earth.... He has Himself sacrificed, to buy your life again, that however has the binding with Me to the 
precondition and this binding is only possible, when you are free of guilt again, which brought the  
former apostasy from Me to you.... Before you had be free from all guilt, a man had to offer up the 
atoning sacrifice for you, that My justice had been done often enough, because I am absolutly perfect 
and could not avoid justice, even if My love is endless for you.... And the man Jesus has offered this  
atoning sacrifice to His fallen brothers in love and through that He has made free the way to Me 
again.... If you now go as a human being on the earth, you should take your former guilt under the 
cross and give it to the One, Who died for that.... You should and have to find Jesus, to be redeemed 
once from your great original guilt,  otherwise your earthly life is  lived in vain,  because the guilt 
prevents the entrance into the kingdom of light and you would have to languish in darkness forever, 
because the former sin prevents any light from Me, the sin seperates you from Me, because I can 
never unite with a creature, that has become sinful. Consider, that you still enter the earth as human 
afflicted with this guilt of sins and that the time on earth is short, but that you can completely become 
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free during that short time and you can step in the kingdom of light as blessed beings, if Jesus has 
opened the door to you, when you have found Him in earthly life, when you have trusted yourselves to 
Him and have taken the way to the cross.... where you can get rid of every guilt and now you are  
allowed to enter in His kingdom, which is not in darkness, but in the light.... Consider, that you have 
to give yourselves to Him in complete free will  and that is,  why a right knowledge is necessary,  
because as soon as you realize, that His love has suffered and died for you, to supply you with Me 
again, you will also do everything, to obtain the forgiveness of your guilt of sins.... For His love, that 
He has shown you through the death on the cross, you will give back, and because this love I’m self,  
you will also recognize Myself, your Father of eternity, in Jesus and you will get a binding, which you 
once got loose in free will.... Again and again therefore I must speak to you and give you a right 
picture.... Again and again a truthful knowledge must be given to you about Jesus Christ, the redeemer 
of the world, Who died for love on you and Who has included Myself in Himself as the eternal love.... 
Because I Myself wanted to redeem you from your guilt and for that I had to use a human form....  
which I could occupy, because the man Jesus was full of love and gave Me also a home in Himself.... 
His human shell closed around My love, so it hid Myself in Himself, and God became “man“, and the 
man Jesus became “God“.... For I am a spirit, that is not limited, but I have created a limited shell, in 
that I could be the beings, who once had come from Me, a visible God, who never could have been 
endured a sight of My whole flame of love, without ceasing to exist.... I Myself embodied in Jesus, 
Who Himself completely spiritualized and therefore only became the visible form of the eternal spirit 
of God, that now all beings can look face to face in a certain degree of ripeness.... Only if you human 
beings are full of love, you will nearly understand this great mystery of My incarnation, but it must 
also be explained a loving man truthfully, and that is why I will give a light among the people again 
and  again,  again  and  again  I  will  give  information  about  spiritual  secrets,  those  can  never  be 
understood by the human mind.... Therefore I can only correspond to the spirit in man, and first he 
must be brought to life through love.... So I admonish you urgently, to fulfill My commandments of 
love, so that you may understand, what is arranged to you in spiritual truths.... For then you shall also 
go the right way, you will yourselves will go the way to the cross and be redeemed from sin and  
death....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

"He  who  believes  in  Me....  "  Graces  of  the  Work  of 
Redemption.... 

B.D. No. 3445

February 23rd 1945

o request the graces of the work of redemption is the order of the day. For now it will be proven 
how much stronger the will of the person can be who asks for strength and grace for the sake of 

Jesus Christ's death. Jesus Christ died the most painful death on the cross in order to spare people 
suffering.  He  took  people's  suffering  upon  His  shoulders,  He  carried  the  cross  for  them,  and 
consequently people can be spared suffering if they faithfully place themselves under Christ's cross, if 
they call upon Jesus Christ for His assistance that He may take their burden from them and carry it in 
their place. And the human being will be strengthened after this call, for the divine Redeemer Himself 
imparts the strength to him as grace of His act of Salvation. And his will will grow stronger, every 
anxiety will leave him, he will strive upwards with increased strength and earthly suffering will hardly 
touch him because Jesus Christ will help him to bear it. Yet how few call upon Him for help.... how 
few have faith in Him and His act of Salvation, and how rarely are the blessings of the act of Salvation 
requested and thus consciously received.... They call upon God but do not acknowledge Him in Jesus 
Christ, and therefore the suffering on earth has reached a level which seems to be overflowing.... And 
people have to bear it themselves. They have to take it upon themselves because they don't believe in 
Him.... And this is why the hardship is so great and humanity is weak-willed because it goes its way 
without Jesus Christ and therefore, as tremendously burdened, has to go through great purification 
suffering.

T
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God wants to give people the opportunity to recognise Jesus Christ while they are still on earth by 
letting them take the path to Golgotha Himself, which is to melt their soul shell, which is to ignite the 
spark of love in them so that they will now also take the path of following Jesus and get to know Him 
as the Redeemer of the world. And if the suffering only helps them to achieve the goal that they will 
not reject Jesus Christ at the end of their days, then they will have gained much, and one day they will  
be grateful and also bless the suffering which has brought them this realisation. Yet they can only 
reduce it on earth if they deeply believe in Him and ask Him to help them carry the cross.... His 
confessors,  however,  will  lose  all  weakness  of  will,  they  will  go  through  the  time  of  suffering 
undaunted, for they draw strength from Him, they make use of the blessings of the act of Salvation, 
and thus they will no longer lack the strength by means of which they will master everything the 
world demands of them and will  not be depressed by suffering either.  For Jesus Christ  bears the 
suffering for them, He died for the sins of humanity, and thus He also took the punishments of sin 
upon His shoulders.... And the human being can emerge from his earthly life purified if only he asks 
for  forgiveness  of  sins  in  profound faith  in  Him....  He does  not  need the  means  of  purification, 
suffering....,  whereas  unbelieving  people  can  only  be  saved  through  suffering  if  they  are  not 
completely hardened in spirit. The graces of the act of Salvation are available to the human being 
without limit and he can always and constantly request them. Yet they remain ineffective on those who 
reject Jesus Christ, and their earthly fate is truly not easy, since it is the time of the end which has to 
be utilised if the souls are still to be saved. Anyone who believes in Jesus Christ does not know that he 
is lost, for he takes refuge on the cross in every adversity.... And he will not ask in vain. His suffering 
will  be  bearable,  his  will  will  be  strengthened  and his  strength  to  overcome every  spiritual  and 
physical adversity will be increased, and he will pass his battle of life and his earthly path will be 
successful.... he will mature spiritually and gain eternal life.... For Jesus Christ Himself has given him 
the promise: "He who believes in Me shall not die but have eternal life.... "

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Following Jesus 

Way to Golgotha.... Following Jesusu.... B.D. No. 5791

October 16th 1953

alking the path to Golgotha is the true following of Christ.... You will not understand this if you 
believe that Jesus Christ went this way for you, that He took upon Himself all the agonies of 

this way of the cross because of your sins, and that He therefore took away your suffering and bore it 
Himself for you. And you  are also in right faith about this....  He has redeemed the guilt for you 
through His suffering and death on the cross.... But the crowning glory of His earthly life was His 
union with His  Father  from eternity....  He joined Himself  to  Him eternally....  He and the  Father 
became one.... And in order to reach this goal, following Jesus is the only way.... in order to reach this 
goal, man must also take upon himself a sorrowful earthly life, he must patiently go the earthly way to 
the end, no matter how great the suffering, how great the afflictions and hardships it brings.... He must  
drink the cup to the full and only ever keep the divine Lord and Saviour in mind, Whom he strives to 
follow and Whom he also wants to be united with for all eternity.... From Him the human being will  
also receive strength,  and if  the human being becomes weak, the Saviour Jesus Christ  will  stand 
beside him and support him, He will help him carry the cross until he has reached his goal.... And now 
you will understand why devout, God-surrendered people are often pursued by suffering and illness, 
why they have been burdened with a cross that seems almost unbearable to them.... It concerns God's 
childship, the union with Him in such a way that they - as being closest to the Father - can receive 
unlimited strength and light and feel unlimited bliss, which only the complete union with Him can 
trigger, and this state is therefore the most delicious thing that can be achieved on earth, yet at great 
sacrifice, at the sacrifice of everything that on earth the human being finds pleasant.... He must in truth 
take the path to Golgotha.... He must no longer see the world, he must cover it step by step with his 
eyes turned away from it in misery and agony. He must know that his body only suffers for the soul so 
that it can then come before the face of God as completely purified in order to be accepted by the  
Father with deepest love, as His child which followed Him for His sake, which walked the path of the 
cross on earth for His sake and which He now introduces into all the rights of a child..... for it has - 
having already returned to  the Father  -  now also taken and passed the test  on earth which every 
created angelic being has to pass for complete fusion with its Creator and Father of eternity in order to 
be able to create and work as perfected in the kingdom of light....

W

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Following Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 7544

March 10th 1960

ou are always urged to follow Christ, and again and again Jesus' suffering and death on the cross 
is therefore placed before your eyes so that you yourselves take the path to the cross and thus 

also walk the path of discipleship, as soon as you have recognized His act of salvation as a work of 
mercy which no human being accomplished on earth before or after Jesus. And if you acknowledge 
Jesus Christ as God's son and redeemer of the world, then you will also carry your sins under His 
cross and ask Him to shed His blood for you too.... You will ask Him for forgiveness of your sins and 
be willing to walk the path of following Jesus, i.e., to love and suffer on earth. You can only redeem 
yourselves through love and suffering if you bear your suffering in view of Jesus Christ, for He alone 
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makes you able to do so, otherwise you will collapse under the cross which is imposed on you during 
your earthly life. With Jesus Christ, however, the cross will become easy for you, for He will help you 
to carry it....  Yet you don't know what blessing your soul will  receive if  it  takes up its cross and 
follows Jesus, you don't know how much faster it will mature if it humbly bears the suffering it is  
burdened with and yet looks up to the cross of the saviour and redeemer Who died for it in order to  
make it possible for it to be released from its guilt. And it will find forgiveness, for Jesus Christ has  
redeemed all  people from sin and death who want to become free from their  adversary,  from the 
enemy of their souls. You should walk the path of following Jesus.... This also includes a measure of 
suffering which you must be willing to endure and which Jesus' love has burdened you with, so that  
you will always come closer to Him, so that you will call upon Him when it seems too difficult for 
you.... But you should try to bear it because then you will follow Him, Who preceded you on the path  
to the cross. Through His path to the cross He opened the way to eternal beatitude, and if you now 
follow Him on this path you will also reach the gates through which you can enter the kingdom of 
light. But the path of following Jesus will always mean a path of suffering which will only become 
passable for you through love, because love is strength and then you will also endure the cross which 
is burdened upon you. It was the infinite love of the man Jesus which gave Him the strength to walk  
the path of the cross to the end, and love will also be the source of strength for you which makes the 
path of suffering easier for you, which lets you become overcomers. But without love and suffering 
your soul will not be able to mature, without love and suffering it will stay away from the path to the 
cross.... Therefore, take up your cross without grumbling and carry it until the end, and it will become 
increasingly easier for you, for the divine cross-bearer Jesus Christ walks beside you and He will  
lighten your burden, He will support and strengthen you because you are willing to follow Him....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Bearing suffering for fellow human beings.... B.D. No. 8508

May 25th 1963

 will also give you an explanation as to whether you can bear suffering for your fellow man or 
whether every person must bear the burden himself which was assigned to him for the salvation of 

his soul.... You humans must consider that your soul is supposed to mature fully during your earthly 
life, that all still immature substances should spiritualise themselves, which happens through love or 
suffering, for this dissolves the layers which still prevent the light of My love from radiating into the 
soul. And at the same time such substances of the body which are still immature are also a problem for 
the human being by causing him all kinds of diseases and thus, with patience, love and in submission 
to My will, they should be calmed and therefore spiritualised which is, after all, your real earthly task,  
to help your soul towards the greatest possible level of perfection. And this spiritualisation of soul and 
body must be accomplished by every person himself, this work can never be done by someone else on 
his behalf, and one day he will be grateful to Me that, by way of suffering and adversity, I helped him 
gain perfection. Consequently you can understand that you should not really try to avert anything 
which  can  benefit  your  fellow human being's  soul....  If,  however,  love  is  impelling  you to offer 
yourselves to Me asking to bear your fellow human being's suffering then I will not stop you in your 
love.... It will be temporarily taken from the person and placed upon you, and thus you raise your 
soul's maturity because you are willing to accept more suffering and are motivated by love to do so.

I

One has suffered for all of you in order to release you from the immense suffering you would have 
had to take upon yourselves as penance for your guilt of sin, which was the reason why earthly life is a 
valley of tears and suffering for you humans.... But now all you humans can turn to this One Who will 
also take your suffering upon His shoulders and help you carry it.... Whose substituted atonement was 
accepted by Me and to Whom you should go if your suffering weighs you down, and he will help you 
carry it or take it from you depending on what is best for you.
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However, the love of a fellow human being who is willing to suffer on your behalf is very highly 
valued,  and this  love  will  also guarantee you a flow of  strength,  for  love is  strength which will  
noticeably affect the sufferer.... And if someone offers loving intercession for you who have to suffer, 
the strength of this love can so permeate you that you will no longer feel the degree of suffering.... that 
your pain and agonies temporarily disappear, and your souls benefit from the strength of this love.... 
and thus mature and become less sensitive to pain.... The degree of love always determines the benefit 
the sufferer derives from such a prayer of love for him. And since the maturing of the soul is the 
purpose of earthly life and there are many possibilities to achieve this, it should be recognised first and 
foremost and not be prevented. True love, however, knows why a person has to suffer and will help 
him endure and make it easy for him to accept God's will.... And then I will take the cross from him 
and his soul will have moved a step forwards again....

Love and suffering help the soul to reach the goal.... If a person still has a low degree of love then 
greater suffering often occurs in order to hasten his soul's purification.... But this purification of soul 
can never be achieved by another person's conscious suffering on behalf of the former. Every soul is 
responsible for itself, and every soul has to reach its own maturity, which happens through love and 
suffering.... And the degree of suffering depends on the degree of love. I will certainly answer the 
prayer of someone who offers himself to bear suffering on behalf of a fellow human being because he 
loves him.... I will let him partake in the pain which he then has to endure. Yet he endures it for the 
purification of his own soul.... he indeed relieves the other person of the suffering for the sake of love, 
yet it serves him for his own perfection, whilst his fellow human being must likewise take care of 
himself and his psychological state of maturity, even if he is temporarily released from his suffering. 
No labour of love remains without result, yet where and how it takes effect remains My decision, Who 
knows every person's state of maturity and whom I will always consider accordingly.... And I give to 
every person what he is able to bear, and it is enough that he calls upon Jesus, the bearer of the cross, 
if he deems his burden too heavy for him.... And as long as the human being lives on earth he has the  
option to reach the goal of perfecting himself through love and suffering.... through following Jesus....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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The path to the cross of Christ 

Entering the place of execution.... Walk to the cross.... B.D. No. 6014

August 2nd 1954

ll of you enter the place of judgment by placing yourselves under My cross so that My blood 
may wash your soul clean of all sin.... you must come to Me yourselves, for only under the cross  

is the forgiveness of your sins to be found, only from the cross can I absolve you, and to the cross you 
must carry all your sins and add them to the burden I have taken on My shoulders to relieve you, to 
atone for the wrong you have done.... I certainly go after you to call you but I only ever call you to the  
cross where I accomplished the act of Salvation for you. And therefore you all have to enter this place 
of judgment by confessing your guilt before Me, by holding court with yourselves and then trustingly 
and faithfully  handing over  the  recognised  guilt  to  Me so  that  I  will  bear  it  for  you.  You must  
recognise yourselves and confess your sins before Me, you must not arrogantly believe that you have 
not  committed  any  sins,  for  you  are  all  sinners  because  a  sinful  soul  inhabits  your  body which 
therefore wears the earthly garment because it once sinned against Me. The fact that you stay on earth 
is the proof of your guilt, otherwise you would inhabit the bright spiritual spheres as blissful spiritual  
beings and be eternally blissful in My presence. But you first have to acquire the right to My presence 
again in earthly life, you have to want to return to Me from Whom you once voluntarily separated 
yourselves.... And this voluntary separation from Me was your sin, for which in particular the man 
Jesus died on the cross.... You don't know about this great sin of yours, yet you know that you are still  
deficient, that you are imperfect and that there must be a reason for it, because only perfection can 
come forth from Me, your Creator of eternity.... And thus you will also realise that you are burdened 
by guilt, and this realisation must make you take refuge in the One Who died for you on the cross, and 
you must humbly approach Him and appeal to Him to release you from this guilt.... The cross can and 
will also be your redemption if you go and join the crowd of those whom the blood of Jesus Christ has 
redeemed.... My call also applies to this walk to the cross: "Come to Me, all you who are weary and 
burdened.... "Where I am you will find redemption, freedom and refreshment, for I have borne all your 
burdens for you. You must believe this, and if you thus acknowledge Me, if you believe in the mission 
of the man Jesus, in Whom I was present, Whose shell contained Me Myself.... you will also take the 
path to the cross of your own accord....  You will lift your heart and hand to Me and ask Me for  
forgiveness of your sins, you will want to partake of the blessings I have acquired for you as a human 
being, and you will truly find redemption through My blood, redemption from sin and death....

A

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

The way under the cross.... B.D. No. 7228

December 12th 1958

ou humans must look towards the cross in order to walk the path on earth accordingly, in order 
to always be guided correctly by the one Who shed His blood on the cross for your sins. Jesus 

Christ Himself beckons to you from the cross, for only under His cross can the burden of sin be borne, 
even if He should have redeemed it for you through His death. Only under His cross can you be 
released from your burden of sin.... which means that you have to acknowledge the act of salvation 
and thus also the divine redeemer Himself, in Whom God's love accomplished the act of mercy to die 
for people and redeem the original sin. No human being can become free from this guilt who does not 

Y
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want to know about Jesus Christ, who does not accept God's incarnation in Jesus, who therefore does 
not acknowledge Jesus Christ as God's son and redeemer of the world. The human being must know 
and believe that a human being allowed Himself to be nailed to the cross for His fellow human beings  
out of immense love and that in this human being Jesus embodied eternal love Himself.... that  love 
therefore  died  for  people,  and  this  love was  God  Himself.  The  eternal  love....  God  Himself.... 
descended to earth, took abode in the human being Jesus, Who was indwelled by a soul of light, and 
the 'human being' Jesus then travelled an unspeakably bitter path of suffering which ended with His 
agonizing death on the cross. As long as you humans cannot explain God's incarnation to yourselves 
you will not be able to believe in Jesus Christ and His act of salvation. But you must also have love  
within yourselves in order to be able to believe such knowledge which corresponds to the truth. And 
living this love was the content of the teaching which the man Jesus preached on earth. His greater 
than great love wanted to suffer and die for you humans in order to redeem you; but you, too, had to 
profess His life of love, you should follow Him, you should likewise make an effort to live a life of 
love in order to be able to partake of the act of salvation, because only through a life of love within  
you will the knowledge of the act of mercy become a 'living certainty' that you will be redeemed if 
you want this yourselves and devote yourselves to the divine redeemer Jesus Christ, thus taking the 
path under His cross. Faith in Him will also drive you to Him, you will recognize God Himself in Him 
and call upon Him for mercy and forgiveness of your guilt, you will appeal to Him for grace which He 
acquired for you through His death on the cross.... You will know that you are no longer at the mercy 
of  the  enemy without  salvation  but  that  one  can  and will  set  you  free  from him if  you entrust 
yourselves to this one. But anyone who passes by the cross, who does not believe in Him and does not  
establish an inner bond with Him either, is still just as far from God as when he fell into the abyss, 
even if he has reached the degree of development as a human being.... but only the free decision for 
Jesus Christ is the passed test of will which he has to pass as a human being. And if he has no bond 
whatsoever with Jesus Christ, his original sin has not yet been taken from him, which pushed him far 
away from his God and creator, Who wants to be recognized and acknowledged as father in Jesus 
Christ. He has not yet turned his gaze towards the cross, for him the cross is not a sign of return to 
God; he does not believe in the work of salvation and the original sin still burdens him to such an 
extent that he is completely dark of spirit and cannot recognize anything because his will to do so is  
missing. But just like every other person he has the opportunity to think about the human being Who 
allowed Himself to be crucified for the sake of His fellow human beings, for the knowledge of this is  
imparted to every person, but the human being must also take a stand on this knowledge himself. And 
his attitude now decides whether he will leave earth redeemed or whether he will remain bound for 
eternities when he once has to leave this earth. But until his death he has time for his redemption, i.e.  
for the right attitude towards Jesus Christ and His work of redemption. And until death the cross will 
be visible to him, again and again it will enter his field of vision, again and again it will drive him 
inwardly towards the cross, if he does not defend himself and flees the cross. For He who died on the 
cross constantly entices people to come to Him under His cross and unload the burden of sin there in 
order to be able to continue on their way as free and redeemed and finally enter the kingdom of light 
through the gate when the hour of death has come for them. Then the human being will arise to life,  
his soul will rise to life, it will not taste death, for it has been redeemed from sin and death, from pain  
and suffering, it has been freed from its guilt and now returns to its father's house for eternity, for it 
has conquered death.... thus also the one who was once to blame for her fall into the depths....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

The shortest way is the way across the cross.... B.D. No. 7300

March 6th 1959

 want to show you the shortest path that leads to Me, back into the father's house. It is the path  
across the cross, the path to Jesus Christ, Who became a shell for Me as the human being Jesus so 

that I could accomplish the work of redemption for you, the work of atonement for your once great 
I
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guilt  of turning away from Me. This work of mercy was accomplished by My love for you, My 
creations which had become sinful, which had thereby plunged themselves into greatest wretchedness 
and were to be released from it. My love wanted to take over the guilt for you and make atonement for 
you,  for  love  was  the  only  thing  which  could  redeem  this  great  guilt,  and  you  yourselves  had 
renounced all love, you had rejected every illumination of love on My part,  you were completely 
devoid of all love, and since this great original guilt could only be atoned for with love, My love had 
to redeem the guilt for you if I wanted you to ever become free again and be able to return to Me....  
You have now also become free from this through My act of salvation, yet always with the restriction 
that  you  yourselves  want  to  return  to  Me  in  freedom  again....  that  you  yourselves  want  to  be 
illuminated and permeated by My love again, which is strength and light and freedom. Hence you first 
have to muster this will if you want to be accepted into the circle of those for whom I died the most  
bitter death on the cross. Only your will is necessary so that you will then also receive the necessary  
strength to be able to travel the path to Me, for to travel this path means to be willing to enter the  
realm of My sun of love again, so that you will change your hitherto unloving nature into love....  
Hence there is only one path which leads back to Me again.... the path of love, but you will only be 
able to take it when this path leads to the cross, otherwise you will be too weak to perform works of  
love despite your good will as long as My adversary still has you under his control, as long as the  
divine redeemer Jesus Christ has not yet entered your life, Whom you will only find on the cross of  
Golgotha if you set out on the path to Him. For He alone can and will strengthen your still weak will  
by showering you with His graces acquired on the cross and thus you will, as it were, receive back the 
strength of will you once possessed and lost due to your fall into the abyss. If I therefore want to show 
you the shortest path, it means that you absolutely have to make contact with Jesus Christ, that you 
approach Him for the strengthening of your will, for the forgiveness of your guilt and for redemption 
from your still bound state.... And all this is also synonymous with a life of love, with everlasting 
activity of love which completely transforms your nature and thus brings it into line with Mine again, 
Who is eternal love.... Every person who endeavours to live in love will also look up to Jesus Christ 
on the cross, he will feel guilty and ask to be released from his guilt, in weakness of his soul he will  
take the path to Jesus Christ and avail himself of His graces acquired on the cross.... He will lean on  
Him because he feels too weak himself, and he will not need to go any further than the cross because 
there he will find everything he needs in order to be taken back into his father's house.... He will be  
certain of the forgiveness of his guilt of sin because he has also changed his nature, as well as the path  
to the cross is a matter of heart for him and therefore he also deeply regrets his guilt. But this change 
of nature does not take place without the will to love, for it is precisely love which the being lacks and 
which it has to ignite in itself again in order to assimilate itself to My original nature. But the human 
being will also be able to do so if only he is of good will to fulfil his earthly task for the purpose of  
which his earthly existence was given to him. The will is everything, and it is certainly strengthened 
by Jesus Christ.... But for this reason the divine redeemer cannot be excluded, and therefore the path 
to the cross is the human being's one great task, the fulfilment of which, however, secures him strength 
and freedom, light and beatitude, as it is promised to you....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Asking for forgiveness and repayment of the sin 

Christ Advocate Forgiveness of.... sins.... Affirming the work of 
redemption.... 

B.D. No. 1430

May 22nd 1940

onfess your guilt to the heavenly Father so that He may free you from it. There is no law that 
could.... and you want to be released from it, you only need to turn your entire will to the Father 

and commend yourselves to Him and His grace. And He will take all guilt from you if it is your  
heartfelt desire to be released from it. For you have a powerful intercessor with God, Jesus Christ, 
Who, out of love for you, took your guilt of sin upon Himself and died for it. You only need to appeal  
for His love and His intercession, thus consciously place yourselves in the circle of those for whom 
the Saviour died, and you will partake of the blessings of the act of Salvation.... You will become free 
from all guilt for Jesus' sake....  You must feel sin itself as a burden from which you desire to be 
released, you must detest it, and the desire for liberation must be so strong in you that you precisely 
make use of the Saviour's divine love and grace and allow yourselves to be redeemed from all guilt.  
This will is an affirmation, an acknowledgement of the act of.... Salvation. You then believe in Jesus 
Christ,  the Redeemer of  the world....  towards Him and  away from the author  of  sin....  establish 
contact with the heavenly Father in the realisation that you have sinned against Him, that you did not 
observe His commandments and thus did.... this to be wrong, you are no longer arrogant or aware of 
your value but humbly appeal to the Father for His grace and mercy. And He hears your prayer for the 
sake of His Son.... He accepts the sacrifice of atonement which Jesus offered Him through His death 
on the cross for you and your sin.... And thus He has redeemed you from all sins....

C

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

There is no redemption of guilt without Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 7330

April 9th 1959

o person will succeed in detaching himself from My adversary by his own strength, everyone 
will need My support because he himself is powerless without the supply of strength from Me, 

but he can only receive it if he wants it himself, thus consciously requests it from Me. This is why it is  
so important in earthly life that the human being consciously confesses Me in Jesus Christ, this is why 
he must be required to take a stand himself on the problem of salvation, on God's human manifestation 
in Jesus, as well as on the divine redeemer Jesus Christ Himself.... For once he has to mentally decide 
for or against Him if he wants his earthly life to bring him the success for which he received it. And 
therefore he is repeatedly addressed by Me, every person is led to the cross, i.e. the cross is held 
before his eyes, and the impression this cross makes on him is decisive for his further fate in eternity. 
It is held up to many people, they look up and away from it again, because it does not touch them, and  
an opportunity to confess has passed.... But the cross will haunt him until his death, again and again it 
will flash before him in various forms, and he himself will also often have to walk a cross walk which, 
however, will only be of use to him when it leads him to the cross of Christ, for there the decision of 
his life will fall. And very many people believe that it is enough to believe in Me as 'God and creator',  
and the divine redeemer Jesus Christ has not yet become a decisive concept for them.... But then he 
himself will never be released from My adversary's bondage, for he has not yet made atonement for 
his  original  sin  and will  never be  able  to  do  so  if  he  does  not  appeal  to  Jesus  Christ for  the 
redemption of his guilt. The human being has to take this path irrevocably, for only this path leads 
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back to Me again, from Whom he once voluntarily distanced himself.... And if he believes that he can 
also reach the aim of his life without acknowledging Jesus Christ, if he believes that he has fulfilled 
his earthly task with only earthly activity, he will one day arrive in the kingdom of the beyond in bitter  
poverty, burdened by guilt and without strength, and even then he will not be released from his guilt  
until he has called to Jesus Christ for redemption.... He cannot become free without Him, he cannot 
return to Me without having acknowledged Him, for He and I are one.... in the shell of the man Jesus 
I Myself was, and I Myself redeemed you humans from sin and death, I Myself redeemed the guilt for 
you.  And  whoever  acknowledges  Him  also  acknowledges  Me  and  will  be  accepted  into  My 
kingdom....  But anyone who passes Him by also passes Me by, and his fate will be darkness and 
torment for endless times again, until one day he will decide to call upon Jesus Christ so that his guilt 
can then also be forgiven....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Recognition and admission of guilt.... B.D. No. 9010

July 7th 1965

t is also of crucial importance for you humans that you recognise and profess your guilt in order to 
become free from it through Jesus Christ, the divine Redeemer, Who died for it on your behalf on 

the cross.... For the admission of the fact that you had become guilty must precede the will of allowing 
yourselves to be redeemed, because then you will consciously strive for returning to your Father's 
house. Sooner or later you will have to realise that you once sinned against God Himself and then also 
seriously desire to become released from this immense guilt, which forms the basis of your existence 
as human beings on earth. And if you then consciously carry this guilt under the cross, it will also be 
forgiven as well as all guilt you accumulated on earth when you were still without knowledge of the 
divine Redeemer's significance for the human race. However, a mere avowal with your mouth is not 
enough, mere conventional faith in Him is not sufficient, you must be completely conscious of what 
Jesus, the human being, had done for you, that He suffered and died on your behalf, on behalf of your  
guilt of sin, in order to offer the sacrifice of atonement to God, without which you would have been 
unable to enter the kingdom of light. Only then will it be a living faith and this alone is valued by God, 
your Father of eternity.... For only then will you also recognise your past guilt, and you will admit to 
your own fault and appeal for forgiveness.... This alone is the task you ought to fulfil on earth but 
which you will  only accomplish when love has taken possession of you, for an entirely heartless 
person does not entertain such thoughts. He is unable to believe and thus his life is a standstill, he does 
not live up to the actual purpose of changing himself again into what he had been in the beginning, for 
he will enter the kingdom of the beyond burdened by his original sin and cannot be released from it 
until he finds Jesus Christ, Who will certainly approach Him over there but He will leave it up to his 
freedom of will as to whether or not he will accept Him....

I

For this reason you are constantly given a light in regards to this, yet only rarely can open hearts and 
ears be found which are grateful for this light, the majority of people are unaware of any wrongdoing, 
they don't investigate the reason for their existence and live their lives indifferently, only desiring that 
which pleases their earthly body. They neither think deeply nor do they live a life of love of their own 
accord, otherwise they would gradually come to the right realisation.... And time flies.... It is getting 
ever shorter, for the end is close at hand.... God Himself can only make a small and disappearing 
proportion aware of the significance of the act of Salvation, for it is precisely the act of Salvation 
which is disputed almost everywhere in the world, and even where it is emphasised it is merely a 
matter of conventional faith which leaves much to be desired, where a redemption through Him is 
indeed spoken of but barely being made use of by consciously realising and confessing guilt, but only 
this can result in redemption. People don't know that they need to use their own will, they think that 
they need only profess with their mouth in order to receive forgiveness of sin, but this cannot be 
valued by God.... instead, the human being must  completely consciously and of his own free will 
hand himself over to the divine Redeemer.... Only then can the act of Salvation take effect on him. 
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However, as long people only accept the information with their ears without involvement of their 
heart, they cannot count on the redemption of their original sin. Consequently, the work of those who 
try to exert a living influence on their fellow human beings, by mainly admonishing them to love in 
order to enable their understanding of the great act of Salvation, will always be blessed. And all those 
capable of a living faith will be redeemed from their guilt, for love gives light which will shine ever 
more brightly because they had found redemption from their immense guilt. Yet all people must be 
clear of the fact that there is no path to God without Jesus Christ, since only One was able to redeem 
this  immense  guilt  but  He also  wants  to  be  consciously  called  upon  for  forgiveness  in  order  to 
distribute unlimited bliss, for God and Jesus Christ are one.... The great secret precisely rests in the 
fact that you acknowledge God again in Jesus Christ, Whom you once denied your acknowledgment 
and thereby fell into the abyss.... This was your immense sin which made you guilty and which Jesus 
Christ redeemed for you....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Recognition of Jesus as the son of God and redeemer of the world 

Faith in Jesus Christ.... Reduced suffering.... B.D. No. 6168

January 18th 1955

here need not be so much misery and hardship on earth if people were more mindful of their 
Saviour and Redeemer, Who took the suffering of the whole of humanity on His shoulders and 

suffered and died for it on the cross.... He bore it for humanity.... but it has to believe in Him and His  
act of Salvation, for only the guilt of sin can be considered redeemed which is carried to Him.... under 
His cross.... is carried to Him under His cross in faith and hope that Jesus Christ gave His blood so 
that this guilt will also be redeemed. But anyone who does not believe in the redemption through 
Jesus' blood is still burdened by his guilt of sin, and he has to make atonement for it himself, he has to  
bear all the suffering himself which is the effect of his former sin.... Need and sickness, sorrow and 
suffering.... Jesus knew that humanity had to suffer unspeakably because of its great guilt of sin. And 
His merciful love took the suffering, the consequence of sin, upon Himself.... He wanted to take it 
away through His suffering and a most painful death, He wanted to make atonement so that people 
could become free from misery and hardship.... so that in this freedom they could find their way back 
to God, from Whom they had once voluntarily separated.... Jesus Christ died for all people.... So all 
people can take their sins to Him.... They will find forgiveness, they will be released from the burden 
of  their  sins  because  the  divine Redeemer  has  taken away all  their  burdens and placed them on 
Himself out of immense love.... Yet it is easily understandable that He also wants to be acknowledged 
as Redeemer of the world.... It is understandable that only he who believes in Jesus Christ as the Son 
of God and Redeemer of the world will be freed from his guilt.... that only he who comes to Him with 
his  guilt  and asks Him to also remember him will  find forgiveness,  who thus consciously places 
himself under the cross of Christ in order to let His blood wash away all guilt.... But how do people 
relate to Him now? Can we still speak of a living faith in Him, in Whom God embodied Himself?  
Humanity no longer wants to acknowledge Him, except for a few who belong to Him.... Christ's act of 
Salvation no longer means anything to people.... and therefore all remain unredeemed who do not 
acknowledge Him as He wants to be acknowledged.... And the burden of sin accumulates enormously, 
people have to suffer from the effects of sin, because divine justice demands atonement from people 
themselves who do not belong to the host of the redeemed, because they separate themselves from 
Him, because they do not belong to those whom Jesus Christ redeemed from sin and who therefore 
do not belong to the redeemed because they do not acknowledge the divine Redeemer, thus they do 
not believe that the eternal Love Himself took upon Himself the death on the cross in order to bring 
redemption to people.... No human being is excluded from the act of Salvation.... but anyone who 
excludes himself cannot avail himself of the blessings of the act of Salvation either, and therefore he 
will not be able to avert a dreadful fate from himself which will certainly await him in the kingdom of 
the beyond, if it does not already affect him on earth.... For according to divine justice atonement has 
to be made by anyone who does not bear his sins to Jesus Christ, Who died on the cross for all people  
in order to redeem them....

T

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Acknowledging Jesus Christ and benefiting from the graces.... B.D. No. 6670

October 15th 1956

f you want your earthly life to be successful for eternity, then you must make use of the blessings 
which the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ acquired for you on the cross.... If you don't make use of 

these blessings then it is impossible for you to attain the degree of maturity which guarantees you 
entry into the kingdom of light after your physical death.... For you lack strength because you have 
become weak and helpless due to your past apostasy from Me, because you are subject to the power of 
the One Who dragged you down into the abyss.... You are now at the mercy of this power and cannot 
resist it with your own strength, you also have too weak a will which does not strive for a release from 
this power.... But you can certainly experience a supply of strength and a strengthening of will if you 
turn to the One Who died for this on the cross in order to help you break free from your dungeon 
master. For what you lack He acquired for you because He knew of your weakness and helplessness 
and because He wanted to break the adversary's power.... because He wanted to pay the ransom for 
you through His death on the cross and that adversary can no longer hold you if you want to be 
released from him. Everything has been done for you so that it is now possible for you to ascend 
again.... you can attain maturity of soul on earth but never without Jesus Christ.... You first have to let 
yourselves be redeemed by Him, you have to appeal to Him for strength and grace which you may 
now also receive in abundance because you desire to become free from the enemy of your souls. Thus 
you  have  to  make  use  of  the  blessings  of  the  act  of  Salvation:  You  must  ask  for  strength  and 
reinforcement of will from the One Who acquired this treasure of grace through His death on the 
cross. When you enter this earth as a human being My adversary still has power over you.... And in 
earthly life it is solely a matter of whether you turn your will away from him and towards Me again, 
which, however, you only prove if you acknowledge Jesus Christ, because I embodied Myself in the 
human being Jesus in order to use My love for you so that you can return to Me again.... Hence, 
acknowledging  Jesus  Christ  is  synonymous  with  acknowledging  Me  Myself,  Whom  you  once 
rejected, thus you separated yourselves from Me of your own will. This great sin had to invalidate 
you, for My strength of love could no longer take effect in you due to your resistance.... And if I want 
you to take the path back to Me, then I first have to impart strength to you.... thus I have to give you  
something you don't have to claim: I have to impart grace to you, and this, in turn, had to be acquired  
through an immense sacrifice which love wanted to make for you. And thus the sacrifice must also be 
acknowledged and thus also the One Who made the sacrifice.... the man Jesus, Whom deepest love 
motivated to bring help to the bound souls. And in this man Jesus I embodied Myself, because I Am 
'Love' from eternity. Therefore, if you want to return to Me, if you want to successfully cover your 
earthly path, you can never pass by the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ, for only from Him will you 
receive the strength and reinforcement of your will, whereas otherwise you will remain weak and will  
never be able to release yourselves from My adversary's power.... Only the call of Jesus Christ is  
enough  to  prove  that  you  acknowledge  Him,  and  you  will  now  receive  from His  inexhaustible 
fountain of grace what you need in order to attain light again, strength and bliss.... But without Jesus 
Christ you live your earthly life in vain. You will remain in the abyss, for you will be held fast until  
you call upon Me yourselves in Jesus Christ, for as long as your will is still turned towards Him, Who 
will not release you.... but Who no longer has control over you as soon as you hand yourselves over to 
the divine Redeemer, which is also recognition of Me and you have now also passed the test of earthly 
life....

I

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Free will must accept the work of redemption.... B.D. No. 7861

March 30th 1961

ou are bound, and this shows mercy to Me.... you are still in My adversary's bondage as long as 
you don't let yourselves be redeemed by Me. And therefore you are weakened, you lack strength 

and light. For he still has you under his control which prevents you from voluntarily letting yourselves 
be illuminated by My strength of love and coming out of your state of weakness. Yet My love is for  
you, My living creations, and it has also followed you into the abyss; My love wants to lift you up  
from the abyss, it wants to help you to ascend again, to return to Me, and My love will not rest until it  
has reached its aim. But you must remember Me, you must acknowledge Me as your divine redeemer,  
otherwise you place yourselves outside of those for whom I shed My blood on the cross. Through My 
crucifixion I redeemed your guilt of sin which caused you to become weak and wretched, I paid the 
ransom for you to My adversary, but you must now also accept My redemption, you must have the 
will yourselves to get away from your jailer, you must press towards Me deep in your heart and 
thereby prove to Me that you have changed your will, which once turned away from Me towards My 
adversary.  And  then  you  will  truly  become  free  from him,  you  will  emerge  from your  state  of 
weakness, you will receive strength and light again and come ever closer to Me, Who is only waiting 
for your union with Me in free will, which will then also provide you with abundant beatitudes. I did 
everything for you.... I gave My life on the cross in order to lead you out of wretchedness towards a 
new life, an eternal life in bliss. However, your own will always remains decisive as to how you relate 
to Me and My act of salvation. If you don't come under My cross, if you keep yourselves far away 
from Me, then the burden of sin will remain with you, you will not be released from it and it will press 
you to the ground, it will keep you in the abyss and you will not be able to lift yourselves up under 
your burden. And then My death on the cross was in vain for you, you refuse to avail yourselves of the 
blessings of the act of salvation, and you will never be able to cope with your burden of sin, you will 
take it with you into the kingdom of the beyond where only He can remove it from you Whom you 
did not want to acknowledge on earth but Whom you inevitably have to acknowledge if you want to 
be released from your guilt. For this reason you should take the path to the cross on earth, you should 
turn to your redeemer Jesus Christ Who, full of mercy, also took your guilt upon Himself when He 
walked the path to the cross.... You should entrust yourselves to Me and appeal to Me for forgiveness 
of your guilt, Who took abode in the man Jesus in order to suffer and die for you as a human being, 
because I took pity on your wretchedness and weakness and wanted to help you in your adversity with 
My infinite love. Believe that you need Me in order to become blissfully happy and realize that you 
are not blissfully happy in your present state, that you are weak and helplessly dependent on My grace 
and mercy, that you therefore have to turn to Me Myself because I will not make your will unfree,  
because your will itself has to turn to Me, which once turned away from Me in blindness of thought. I  
died for you on the cross and took all your guilt upon Myself in order to buy your freedom back from 
the lord, who dragged you down with Him to the abyss.... He will not release you if you yourselves do 
not want Me to deliver you from his power.... But he is powerless against you if you are only willing 
to let yourselves be redeemed by Me.... if you go under the cross and there lay your burden of sin at 
My feet.... and My endless love will truly take it from you.... My endless love will open the gate into 
the kingdom of light for you and you will reach the life that lasts forever...._>Amen
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Power supply and will strengthening by Jesus Christ 

Jesus Christ Strength Giver and Guide.... B.D. No. 6568

June 10th 1956

very spiritual progress wants to be achieved.... And it has to be emphasised time and again that 
the path must lead upwards which leads to the goal, thus it always requires a certain amount of 

strength. Since you humans possess little strength yourselves you must therefore request it from Me or 
acquire it through loving activity.... The path to ascent would never be able to be travelled without an 
influx of strength, for it is not even, it is exhausting for every person unless he possesses a measure of 
strength of love that he feels no effort at all. Then love itself carries him to the height.... Therefore, 
anyone who is still powerless and yet wants to travel the path upwards has to make use of help, a  
guide who leads him, supports him and provides him with strength.... And this helper and guide is 
Jesus Christ, to Whom you humans should entrust yourselves on your earthly path so that it will lead 
to the goal. Jesus Christ will first guide you to the "Lebensborn" where you can draw strength for your 
earthly path....  For Jesus Christ brought you My Word, the divine teaching of love,  and you will  
always have to take notice of this teaching of love first and then act in accordance with the teaching....  
Then you will receive strength and can confidently start your ascent at your leader's side, for you will 
now be able to overcome even the most difficult obstacles by virtue of the love you shape your being 
into if you live according to My teaching of love.... You are powerless at the beginning of your life but 
you need not remain powerless.... For you can easily acquire a measure of strength of love if you 
make use  of  Jesus  Christ's  help,  Who therefore died  on the cross  because  He took pity  on your 
weakness and therefore acquired a measure of grace through His death from which you can now draw 
unlimited grace and strength. The ascent to the height requires strength, and only One can impart this 
strength to you: Jesus Christ, for all strength emanates from Me.... and I and Jesus Christ are one.... 
Hence you have to make full conscious use of My strength by asking Me for it.... by believing in Me 
and then also fulfilling My will in this faith, i.e. by making the divine commandments of love the 
guiding principle of your way of life.... Then you will acquire strength, and I Myself will never leave 
you without strength either, because you have approached Me for it in complete trust.... And then you 
will take the path of ascent, and now you can use your strength to overcome all obstacles, to remove 
obstacles  from your path,  and you will  not  slacken or  sink  down without  strength,  for  He Who 
provides you with strength also constantly walks beside you now, because you acknowledge Him, 
because you believe in Me in Jesus Christ, because you chose Him as your leader, because you let Me 
be present to you as soon as you live a life of love, as soon as you live out the divine teaching of love. 
You must know this because otherwise you cannot understand why your earthly life is often difficult 
and oppressive and why you have to take refuge in the One Who alone can lighten your burden, Who 
teaches you how to travel  the path effortlessly....  You must know that  only love is  the source of 
strength, that without love you will not reach your goal, for you start your earthly life in the abyss and 
should leave it in the height if your earthly path is not to have been in vain. But you can reach your 
goal if you call for the right guide, if you join Jesus Christ, Who Himself walked the path and Who 
calls upon you to follow Him if you want to become blessed....

E

Amen
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Request for strengthening of the will.... B.D. No. 7284

February 16th 1959

y adversary will not be able to prevent a person from taking the path to the cross, for his will 
already limits the adversary's power. Thus the will is first, and once this will has turned towards 

the cross then the adversary has to step back and he can no longer prevent the human being from 
taking the path to the cross. But the will is free, the adversary cannot influence the will, just as I 
Myself do not force the human being's will to take the right direction. But your will is often very 
weakened, it cannot quite make up its mind yet, and then it remains under the adversary's power. 
Therefore, let your first prayer be the request for the strengthening of your will, which I will certainly 
grant because I have acquired the strengthened will for you in Jesus Christ through My crucifixion. 
The strengthening of will is extremely important for the ascent development of your soul, and you can 
already secure the grace of a strengthened will through a silent supplication, and then you will also 
take the path to the cross, you will consciously turn to Jesus Christ and ask Him for forgiveness of 
your sins and for your redemption from the enemy and adversary.... And your redemption will be as 
certain as My love is for all of you who once came forth from Me. But in order to give your will the  
right direction you also need to know about the divine redeemer Jesus Christ.... And therefore it is 
necessary that the glad tidings of your saviour and redeemer are proclaimed to you, that you are 
informed of His act of love and mercy and of the reason for His crucifixion for the whole of humanity.  
But for My part it will also be ensured that all people will be informed of what has happened for the  
sake of sinful humanity.... People's gaze will be directed towards the cross so that all those who are 
unredeemed, who are still in sin and have not found forgiveness, will take the path to the cross. All  
people should know that they only need to take the path to the cross in order to become free from their  
guilt, in order to be saved from all misery of the soul. And the knowledge of the divine redeemer and 
His act of mercy will also strengthen people's will to go to Him themselves or at least to send a prayer 
to Him beforehand that He may strengthen their will, which again and again falls back into weakness 
without the help of Jesus Christ.... But then the adversary will have become powerless, he will no 
longer be able to prevent him from going to where peace and redemption beckon to him with his eyes 
fixed on the cross, to where his guilt must also be carried if he wants to be released from it and  
completely detach himself from the adversary's power. Therefore, it is solely up to the human being's 
will how he will relate to Jesus Christ's act of salvation, and no human being can say that he was 
prevented from taking the path to the cross himself.... He cannot be hindered if he himself wants it and 
has his eyes fixed on the cross of Christ. The adversary lacks the power to do so because the human 
being's will is free. But his rightly directed will will earn him the highest and best: redemption from 
sin and death.... And therefore you humans should only ever ask that your will be rightly directed and 
that I may strengthen this will, and  this request will truly be granted to you.... For it is spiritually 
directed and only testifies to Me that you are willing to let yourselves be redeemed and that you only 
need  protection  and  strength  against  your  adversary....  And  your  will  will  be  granted,  it  will  be 
strengthened through Jesus Christ, Who laid down His life for this purpose in order to purchase a 
strengthened will for you, in order to help you to become free from your tormentor....

M

Amen
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Cross bearing and way companion Jesus Christ 

Blessing of the disease.... Cross Bearer for the Soul.... B.D. No. 6076

October 12th 1954

his is what My Word teaches you, that you should follow Me.... Avoiding the path of following 
Jesus will not lead to perfection, for then you will take a path which does not correspond to My 

will and therefore cannot lead to the goal either.... To follow Jesus means to take up the cross imposed 
on you in the same love, with the same gentleness and patience. He truly walked the path of the cross,  
and no human being took away the suffering He had to bear for His fellow human beings. But through 
these sufferings He took the great burden of debt from people and atoned for it....  He suffered for 
others.... And so you humans should also bear the cross for your soul.... which would have to suffer 
immeasurably in the kingdom of the beyond if you had not proven yourselves to be cross-bearers on 
earth by following Jesus.... The human being should create a spiritual garment for his soul which is 
suitable for receiving light one day.... And thus the soul's coverings, which still signify impenetrable 
resistance to the rays of light, must be melted away, as it were. For the human being himself should 
also do something about it and not rely solely on the forgiveness of sins through Jesus Christ as long 
as he is given the opportunity on earth to improve his state of soul with the help of divine grace.... At  
the same time you should  dissolve the covering itself, not only free the soul from it....  you should 
again bear the guilt of the unredeemed spiritual that imprisons your soul.... you should likewise help 
this spiritual to develop further upwards.... you should suffer patiently for the spiritual being which is 
still  far  below you,  which  chose  you to  come out  of  its  bondage.  For  all  physical  ailments  and 
afflictions are manifestations of this wretched spiritual substance which you can and should help again 
by taking the path of following Jesus, by patiently taking up the cross and likewise compensating for a 
debt for this spiritual substance which is far below you, so that its path of ascent will become easier, 
so that it will already be free of a debt before the ascent development of this spiritual substance also 
begins....  Jesus has  called you to follow Him....  But He has also redeemed you from sin and its 
consequences.... How do you want to find harmony between the two? He wants to free you from your 
guilt, but He still demands that you carry the cross.... Just as His love was for you, that is, for His 
fellow human beings, your love should also be for the one who needs your help, so that he will also 
reach the state where redemption through Jesus Christ can be accomplished in him.... You, too, should 
contribute to the redemption of the unfree, and it is your responsibility to take care of the spiritual  
substance which surrounds your soul as a cover, which has to be dissolved in order to grant entrance 
to the rays of light which signify life for the soul. The dissolution of these coverings is a work of 
mercy in which you must participate yourselves, which is why you were given Jesus' command: 'Take 
up your cross and follow Me.... "

T

Amen
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The divine cross-bearer Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 7321

March 30th 1959

arry all your burdens and worries under the cross.... As soon as you entrust yourselves to the 
divine bearer of the cross you will be tangibly relieved of your burden, for He will help you carry 

it, or He will take the burden from you and throw it into the great burden of sin for which He died on 
the cross. All you humans make far too little use of this great privilege, you often torment yourselves 

C
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for a long time and yet you cannot lighten the burden yourselves; but neither do you take the path to 
Him Who has always promised you His help, Who loves you all and does not want you to suffer. And 
He has said to you: "Come to Me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest...." 
Again and again you should remember His words and thus go to Him, entrust yourselves to Him in 
your adversity and then humbly wait for His help, for He will help you because He has promised it to 
you and because His promises will truly come true. He certainly knows about all your hardship but He 
demands that you come to Him, that you thereby testify to your faith in His love and power.... He 
demands your trusting devotion to Him, He Himself wants you to burden Him with your burdens, He 
wants to carry them for you in order to release you from them, for He can do this as soon as you  
acknowledge Him as the redeemer Jesus Christ, Who is one with the father, or also: as soon as you 
acknowledge Jesus Christ as your God and father of eternity, Who walked across the earth for you in 
the man Jesus in order to redeem you. And every burden is still a sign of guilt, of imperfection, which 
therefore shall drive you under His cross, because thereby you testify to your faith in Him and then He 
can rightly release you from the one who oppresses and afflicts you.... Every burden is bearable for 
you if you are strengthened by Him, the divine bearer of the cross, or if He helps you to carry it. For a 
small cross is imposed on all of you so that you can follow Jesus. And you must also take this small  
cross upon yourselves humbly, for it will strengthen your power of resistance and you will become 
strong fighters against the enemy of your souls, strong fighters for the lord too, by Whose side you 
will truly not fight unsuccessfully. But He will also not allow the cross to weigh you down, that it rests 
too heavily on your shoulders, He will always be ready with His strong arms to support you or to take 
the cross on His shoulders, because His love carefully watches over you so that you don't become the 
victim of the one who wants to bring you down. Therefore always remember Jesus' words: "Come 
unto Me,  all  ye that  labour  and are heavy laden....  I  will  give you rest...."  You need not  despair 
hopelessly, you need only always turn to Jesus Christ and entrust yourselves unreservedly to Him, and 
He  will  hear  you....  He  will  draw  you  to  Himself  in  fatherly  love,  and  body  and  soul  will  be 
strengthened by His love and mercy, which only ever seeks to make you happy....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Companion Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 6755

February 5th 1957

ou must walk all paths together with your Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.... Never exclude Him 
from your thoughts and only ever remember His infinite love, which He demonstrated for you 

with His death on the cross.... Then you will certainly walk the path upwards, even if it seems arduous 
to you. For then He will walk beside you and His presence will prevent every misstep and every 
deviation from the right path. And then you will also always follow His instructions, for you will hear 
what He tells you or have a feeling for what He asks of you. As soon as you intimately join Him, Who 
has redeemed you from sin and death, as soon as your gaze is constantly directed towards Him, Who 
has concluded His divine life of love on earth with bitterest suffering and death on the cross, you 
yourselves belong to those for whom He shed His blood, and this secures you the forgiveness of your 
sins, the release from all guilt and the entrance into eternal life. You humans on earth are not yet aware 
of what this act of Salvation means, but you participate in what He acquired for you if only you 
acknowledge Him and completely hand yourselves over to Him, if you believe in Him and thus also 
keep His commandments.... the signpost to Him and to eternal life. But an earthly life without Jesus 
Christ is a futile existence, it is a path which you take alone and which eternally does not lead to the 
goal. And you, who can nevertheless derive infinite blessings from a right earthly way of life, a way of 
life with Him, should be warned of this.... A human being has walked the earth in Whom God Himself 
took abode, a human being Who deified Himself through love and became a shell for the Eternal 
Deity, Who now accomplished the act of Salvation for you in this shell: to make atonement for the 
immense guilt of sin of the former turning away from God. All of you should take part in this, you 
should walk with Him on the way to the cross. You should patiently take on suffering and hardship of 
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every kind and bear the cross that has been laid upon you. And all of you should let yourselves be 
washed clean by His blood, which was shed for you.... so willingly place yourselves under the cross of 
Christ and prove before all the world that you cling to Him, that nothing is able to detach you from 
Him.... You should pronounce His holy name in all intimacy and lay all your sins, your hardships and 
sufferings at His feet, that He may take them from you, that He may redeem your guilt and you may 
become free from it. And Jesus Christ will reward you for your devotion, He will never leave you, He 
will take the burden of the cross from you or help you carry it, He will lay His healing hand on your 
wounds and His flow of grace will be transferred to your weakened souls and bodies. He will heal you 
spiritually and earthly, for He has taken all infirmities upon Himself and atoned for them for the one 
who believes. And His promise will truly come true that you will not taste death when He calls you to 
Himself into His kingdom. But He will also prove His power and glory to you as long as you still live 
on earth, for He wants to reveal Himself to you, but He can only do so if your faith is strong and  
unshakeable.... Walk your earthly path with Jesus Christ and know that you will then walk the right 
way and that you need no longer fear any danger, whether spiritual or earthly, for this path is bounded 
by beings of light who will not tolerate you being endangered.... all of whom will help you in the will 
of God, of the Saviour Jesus Christ.... and can also help you because you have given yourselves to 
Him and also stand up for Him and His name before the world.  Jesus Christ  is  the Saviour and 
Redeemer of humanity, He accomplished the work of redemption for all of you.... But only those who 
acknowledge Him can enter into the blessing of the act of Salvation. And therefore you should hand 
yourselves over to Him in faith and love, you should commend yourselves to Him and His grace, and 
He will safely guide you to the goal....

Amen
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The way to Jesus Christ in the beyond 

Door to the Kingdom of Light is Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 5878

February 16th 1954

he door to the kingdom of light is open to everyone who chooses the path through Jesus Christ. 
Without Him, however, the kingdom of light is closed to you and you walk in darkness or in such 

poor  twilight  that  you  do  not  feel  well  and  therefore  are  not  blessed.  Wherever  Jesus  Christ  is 
preached you will be pointed to the right path, for He Himself has spoken the words: 'I am the way, 
the truth and the life.... "

T

And time and again He will step into your path if you have once passed Him by without paying 
attention to Him.... Time and again He will point you to the truth, to His act of Salvation, He will offer  
Himself as your guide on your earthly path of life, He will woo you with love and patience, He will  
not turn away from you unwillingly if you don't want to listen to Him.... He will follow you if you are  
in danger of straying into the abyss and then entice you again and call you to turn to Him and return, 
so that you enter the path which leads to the right goal, to eternal life.  Only He is the gate through 
which you can enter beatitude, and if you reject Him on earth you will receive a dark kingdom on the 
other side, everything is shrouded in darkness, for the light which illuminates everything is missing.... 
Jesus Christ, from Whom the light proceeds.... But in this kingdom of darkness you must call for  
Him.... then you can also be redeemed from your torment, yet it is difficult for a soul which rejected 
Him on earth to call for Him of its own free will.... because it did not believe and this faith cannot be 
given to it in the beyond either. It is difficult for such souls because they are only weak in knowledge, 
because darkness confuses their thinking and often directs it wrongly.... because they possess too little 
light of their own which could now stimulate their will to call upon Him for salvation. The rejection of 
Jesus Christ on earth has an extremely painful effect in the beyond, for the soul lacks everything.... 
strength and light.... it cannot recognise and is too weak-willed to acquire knowledge. But the divine 
Redeemer's mercy still sends help to such souls even then.... Even in this kingdom of darkness they 
are pointed to the cross of Christ, which expresses itself in such a way that suddenly a thought of Him 
appears to the soul like a flash of lightning, that suddenly a glimmer of light touches it in the form of 
the  cross  which,  however,  immediately  goes  out  again  but  can  nevertheless  leave  a  glimmer  of 
realisation in the soul, that it reflects on Jesus Christ and promises itself redemption from Him..... that 
it calls upon Him in its thoughts and presents its adversity to Him.... that it thereby expresses its will  
to believe in Him, only that it needs help in order not to change its mind again. And then she will also  
receive help, then the darkness will imperceptibly subside, a slight twilight will let her recognise a 
path which she will now follow and which will lead her into ever brighter regions.... as long as it does  
not drop the thought of Jesus Christ.... which, however, immediately becomes dark again when it no 
longer remembers Him.... The soul must freely want to go out of itself to Jesus Christ, then every 
obstacle will recede before it, then a light will shine to it, which it will soon recognise as the Christ  
light that sent it the first thought of Him.... Faith in Jesus Christ is the gate that leads to blessedness....  
And blessed is he who still on earth finds Him, the divine Redeemer, Who Himself is the Way, the 
Truth and the Life.... Blessed is he who with this faith enters the kingdom of the beyond, for to him 
the gate opens to the kingdom of light, to eternal life....

Amen
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Redemption of hell.... Ray of light in the form of a cross.... B.D. No. 5929

April 13th 1954

ell does not want to hand over its victims, and the beings in darkness lack the strength to resist 
My adversary who keeps them bound. And thus these souls would be hopelessly lost were it not 

for a weapon against which the lord of the underworld is powerless.... the weapon of love, with which 
every battle is won and the strongest enemy is defeated. I use this weapon, and with this weapon I will 
succeed in redeeming hell, albeit in an infinitely long time, because love does not compel the will 
either and therefore can only become effective when a soul wants it itself.... But how is its will to 
change, which still remains in hardest resistance against Me?.... My love also descends into hell, and 
My adversary cannot deny Me entry because he is powerless in the face of My love.... And thus no 
being of  darkness  can take  action against  Me,  they can only turn  away from Me and reject  My 
illumination of love.... And these souls are incorrigible for the time being and must continue to remain 
in their wretched state. Yet I know the state of every individual soul, I also know when the resistance 
decreases, when the soul enters a state of lethargy and how such a soul then reacts to My illumination 
of love. And I come to the aid of these souls because they cannot redeem themselves on their own. 
They are illuminated by a light in the form of a cross which instantly gives them the memory of the 
One Who died on the cross.... And with the emergence of this thought they now feel a relief, they are 
suddenly inspired by the desire to get out of their surroundings, and because the cross lights up for 
them again and again a faint hope arises in them to which they cling and now no longer drop the 
thought of turning to Him for help....  This desire is  the effect of My illumination of love which, 
however, only occurs where the being has given up resistance. And even this passive state is the result 
of the love I send to hell and which is able to smooth the waves of hatred in those spheres, to break the 
resistance and to make a soul compliant.... but without forcing it. Moments speak in the soul's will 
which are well known to Me and which I will not let pass without doing redemptive work on that soul. 
But once a soul has been illuminated by the light of Christ's cross, then even the worst forces of 
darkness are no longer able to hold it back from its intention to.... to turn to the One from Whom it  
promises itself help.... until it once calls upon Him for mercy and pity.... And then My love for Jesus  
can take hold of her and pull her up from the depth, then her will and her call for Me will have cleared 
the way for her, for the name of Jesus Christ loosens all chains and opens every dungeon.... before 
Him the powers of darkness give way, and the soul steps out into the light and is received by servants 
of love who help it on its way up.... And even if eternities pass, even if the resistance of the fallen is 
still so great.... one day they will let themselves be taken hold of by My love, for it is infinitely long-
suffering and patient and will not let any soul be lost forever....

H

Amen
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Every soul must find Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 6797

April 3rd 1957

very soul thanks you, which was led through you to Jesus Christ as its redeemer from sin and 
death.... For He alone can open the gate to life for it, He alone can lead it into the kingdom of 

light to eternal beatitude. But as long as it has not yet found Him it wanders around unhappily when it  
has arrived in the kingdom of the beyond, its thoughts become confused, its surroundings are devoid 
of light and its own state is agonizing because it sorely misses the vitality it now lacks but feels the 
agony of its lack of strength and its state. For this reason it is the greatest work of love and mercy you  
can accomplish on a person while he is still on earth if you acquaint him with Jesus Christ, if you 
make it clear to him that he may not pass Him by if he does not want to endanger himself and meet an 
unhappy fate after the death of his body. All people you come into contact with know Him, yet their 
attitude towards Him leaves much to be desired, they know Him but do not evaluate this knowledge, 
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they have certainly heard of Him as redeemer of the world but His act of salvation is not a true 
concept for them. They know about His death on the cross but only consider it in a purely earthly way 
and are hardly aware of its spiritual significance.... They also do not have the inner bond with Him and 
therefore do not take the path to the cross, they do not feel like sinners and therefore do not ask for 
forgiveness of their sins either.... They do not recognize the eternal deity Himself in Jesus Christ and 
therefore do not call upon Him in full faith either. And therefore they remain burdened by guilt and 
enter the beyond with this guilt, without light and without strength, for they have not yet attained the 
life which can only be given to them by Jesus Christ. And then their earthly life was also an idle one  
and did not bring them any success, it did not bring them closer to God, Who walked across earth in 
the man Jesus.... These souls will be unhappy when they arrive in the kingdom of the beyond, and they 
will not be blissfully happy until they have taken the path to Him on the other side. But even in the 
kingdom of the beyond they are often unteachable when it comes to the problem of Christ, and it 
requires a lot of love and perseverance on the part of those who want to help them, be they beings of 
light or people on earth who want to help the souls. But anyone who lovingly takes care of such a soul  
will also succeed in imparting so much light and strength to it that it will strengthen its will and that it 
will listen without resistance when it is informed about Jesus Christ, and that it will now no longer 
resist calling upon Him for love and mercy either.... It has to find Him in the kingdom of the beyond, 
and Jesus Christ can also be found.... He comes to meet every soul, but only if it has given up its hard 
resistance, if it looks around helplessly and begs for salvation, if it is aware of its weakness and now 
listens attentively to what is conveyed to it by beings willing to help or by people on earth.... Then 
Jesus Christ Himself will force Himself into its thinking and truly make it easy for the soul to believe 
in Him.... But the first step has to be taken by the soul itself, and in order for it to take this first step it 
has to be helped by people on earth or by beings of light in the spiritual kingdom through loving 
intercession or through everlasting instructions. It must find its way to Jesus Christ.... otherwise there 
is no beatitude for it.... But it is extremely grateful to those who helped it to salvation. And precisely 
the great hardship awaiting such a soul in the beyond, which has not yet found Him, should prompt 
you humans to repeatedly mention His mission on earth, so that fellow human beings will still find 
Him on earth and not pass over into the spiritual kingdom without light.... so that Jesus Christ Himself 
will now come to meet them and open the gates to paradise.... that they will only be relieved of their 
great burden of sin for the time being, but only Jesus Christ Himself can take it away from them and 
therefore He has to be recognized and acknowledged as God and redeemer of the world....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Redeeming strength of Jesus' name.... B.D. No. 7066

March 14th 1958

ou humans should seek salvation in My name.... you should know that you cannot find salvation 
anywhere else but with Me, that you definitely have to acknowledge Me Myself in Jesus Christ, 

that you thus have to believe in the divine Saviour and His act of mercy. I came to earth Myself in 
Jesus, the human being, through His mouth I Myself instructed the people, My strength manifested 
itself within Him, through Him I performed miracles, I raised the dead to life, I healed the sick and 
helped people in times of earthly hardship.... in Him I Myself died on the cross, because Jesus the 
human being Jesus had received Me within Himself in all fullness, because He had shaped Himself 
into love and thus became a suitable vessel for Me in which I could achieve the act of Salvation in 
order to make

Y

Amends for the whole of humanity's guilt of sin. Hence the name of Jesus is the name of your God 
and eternal Father, hence you have to gather in My name and let Me Myself dwell amongst you if you 
want to achieve bliss, which once had made you unspeakably happy.... but which you still lack as long 
as you live on earth. It is therefore not enough just to believe in 'God', because such faith is indeed the 
acknowledgment of a Creator Who brought everything into existence, including yourselves; however, 
this faith does not lead you back to Him, but you now have to acknowledge the Saviour too, Who first  
had made it possible for you to walk the path to your God and Father. And only in this way can you 
come to your Father.

Thus you have to believe in Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation, only then will you have the right 
faith, and only then will your faith lead you to Salvation, i.e. your soul can only then be returned to its  
former state, because it needs the help of Jesus Christ for this and without help it cannot ever reach the 
goal.... Consequently you have to look for salvation in My name.... And then you will also understand 
why it is necessary to tell people about Jesus Christ, that it is not enough to want to explore or prove 
the existence of God, because this belief can be gained by every human being looking around himself 
with  open eyes  and  contemplating  creation  and its  origin....  But  the  main  fact  is  the  redeeming 
strength of Jesus' name.... You humans first have to know the significance of the act of Salvation so 
that you then can step under the cross of Jesus and call upon the name of Jesus as the name of your  
God and Father for the salvation of your souls.

Because Jesus' arrival was the dawn of a new era, the time had come when, due to His crucifixion, 
the gate to the kingdom of light was opened and the first fully redeemed souls could return to the 
Father.... Because many souls stood before the gate to bliss who first had to be freed from their guilt of 
the original sin in order to dwell once again as blessed spiritual beings where they had originated 
from. And this final return into the Father's house was made possibly by the divine Saviour Jesus 
Christ, Who therefore also has to be acknowledged by every human being who wants to regain his 
original state. Jesus Christ Himself is the gate into the kingdom of heaven.... and His name is declared 
throughout the spheres of light, for I Myself Am within Him, He and I are one.... And anyone who 
utters the name of Jesus with profound devotion speaks to Me directly, and I shall truly bring salvation 
to him.... And therefore you will not make a wrong request when you say the name of Jesus with 
complete faith and thus submit your request to Me Myself.... Because when you believe in Him and 
His act of Salvation you will also have become redeemed from your encumbering original sin, and 
then My love will prove itself to you again, and your childlike call upon My name will also ensure 
that I will hear you and grant your request.
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I Am always and forever your God and Creator.... but I could only become your Father through the 
act of Salvation, because only then could you receive the strength to change of your own free will into 
perfect beings, only then could you turn from 'living creations' into My 'children', if you use free will 
to return to Me.... and only with My death on the cross could this free will be strengthened. Therefore 
your salvation rests solely in My name.... Therefore you will only then be on the path of return to Me 
when you have taken the path to Jesus Christ,  because only this  path leads to Me, back into the 
Father's house....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Attaining freedom by the time of the end.... Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 6700

November 28th 1956

he shackles of captivity can still constrain you for an eternity but you can also discard them very 
quickly, for you truly have all means at your disposal through the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ 

Who died for you on the cross. Consider that you will still have to languish for an infinitely long time 
if you don't make use of the blessings of his act of Salvation, if you don't take refuge in Him Who 
alone can remove your shackles.... And consider that you are being informed in earthly life of which 
path you need to follow in order to attain your complete freedom. As long as you live without the 
knowledge of Jesus Christ  and His act of Salvation you cannot call  upon Him for help.  But this 
knowledge will be conveyed to all people, although in different ways, and the few who do not receive 
it, because their souls' maturity has not yet reached the degree which can lead to perfection on earth,  
will still attain the knowledge of Him in the kingdom of the beyond and can also be released from 
their shackles if they are of good will. However, the knowledge of Jesus Christ will not remain hidden 
from people on earth, and where it cannot be given to them from the outside it will be conveyed to 
them through My spirit,  which guides people into truth as I have promised....  In order to become 
aware of the great significance of your transformation on this earth you must know that there is a way 
in order to completely liberate yourselves and to be able to enter the kingdom of light as a blissful 
being.... that you are all informed of this path but that you must also take it. You must all take the path 
to the cross, you must all hand yourselves over to Jesus Christ in order to be able to enter through the 
gates into beatitude. But no-one will be able to attain bliss without Jesus Christ; instead, he will have 
to remain shackled until he decides to take this path to Him, the path to the cross. However, you  
humans don't have much time left.... consider that you will still be able to attain freedom in this short 
time until the end, but that you will also forfeit it again for an infinitely long time if you exclude Jesus 
Christ, if you.... although you are informed of Him and know about His act of Salvation, you reject 
Him  or  remain  indifferent  towards  Him  and  don't  turn  to  Him  for  help  on  the  path  towards 
perfection....  You don't realise what gift  of grace is available to you, through which you can find 
deliverance from an eternally lasting confinement, but time and again you are informed of it without 
meeting your credence. Only through Jesus Christ can you be redeemed from your guilt of sin, from 
My adversary's control,  you don't have to stay under His rule for long anymore,  you can release 
yourselves from him and discard all shackles, for there is One who will help you if only you turn to 
Him and appeal for His help. And for this you only have a short time at your disposal. If you neglect  
doing so, you will remain in his control for an infinitely long time to come before you are offered the 
opportunity again to call upon Him for mercy. Don't extend your time in captivity yourselves, gladly 
accept the good news of your salvation through Jesus Christ and appeal to Him so that He might help 
you achieve deliverance too, so that He might have shed His blood for you as well.... Do not bypass 
Him, you who know Him. Believe that only He can save you from sin and death and take the last steps 
of your process of development on this earth by taking the path to the cross of Golgotha.... And in 
blissful freedom you will be able to lift yourselves into the kingdom of light, where no night will ever  
exist....

T

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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